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Long-range interactions allow far-distance quantum correlations to build up very fast. Nevertheless,
numerical simulations demonstrated a dramatic slowdown of entanglement entropy growth after
a sudden quench. In this work, we unveil the general mechanism underlying this counterintuitive
phenomenon for d-dimensional quantum spin systems with slowly-decaying interactions. We demon-
strate that the semiclassical rate of collective spin squeezing governs the dynamics of entanglement,
leading to a universal logarithmic growth in the absence of semiclassical chaos. In fact, the standard
quasiparticle contribution is shown to get suppressed as the interaction range is sufficiently increased.
All our analytical results agree with numerical computations for quantum Ising chains with long-
range couplings. Our findings thus identify a qualitative change in the entanglement production
induced by long-range interactions, and are experimentally relevant for accessing entanglement in
highly-controllable platforms, including trapped ions, atomic condensates and cavity-QED systems.
Introduction.— Entanglement entropy has been estab-
lished as a fundamental tool for understanding the out-
of-equilibrium dynamics of quantum many-body systems,
their thermalization properties, and the complexity of
their numerical simulations [1–11]. Significant progress
has been achieved for systems with local interactions,
where the finite speed of correlation spreading generically
determines a linear growth in time of bipartite entangle-
ment entropy [2–4, 12–15], unless instances of ergodicity
breaking induced by localization or glassy behavior cause
a distinguished logarithmic slowdown [6, 16–22].
On the other hand, long-range interacting systems —
ubiquitous in quantum atomic, molecular and optical
experiments [23–42] and currently the focus of a great
attention in quantum many-body theory [43–77] — pose
a conceptually different and challenging problem. Despite
their non-local interactions allow quantum correlations be-
tween distant degrees of freedom to build up very quickly
[78–88], several numerical simulations have shown that
entanglement entropy growth after a quench features a
dramatic counterintuitive slowdown as the range of inter-
actions is increased: It becomes as slow as logarithmic
when the couplings decay algebraically with the distances
rij as r−αij , with α smaller than the spatial dimensionality
d, even in the absence of disorder [89–91].
In this work, we identify the qualitative change in the
mechanism which governs the growth of entanglement in
quantum spin systems as the interaction range is increased.
By means of a systematic bosonization of spin excitations,
we show that the standard quasiparticle contribution to
the von Neumann entanglement entropy S(t) is suppressed
for α ≤ d in a prethermal regime. The growth of S(t)
is determined by collective spin excitations, directly re-
lated to spin squeezing [92–98] for spin-1/2 systems, as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. We demonstrate how
a slow dynamical rate of spin squeezing after a quench
generically leads to a universal logarithmic growth of
S(t) as reported in previous numerical studies. The the-
ory further predicts fast entanglement growth for critical
quenches. Analytical results are supported by numerical
simulations of long-range quantum Ising chains via exact
diagonalization (ED) and the matrix-product-state time-
dependent variational principle (MPS-TDVP) [99, 100].
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Figure 3: Linear growth in time of the half-system entanglement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We compare
our general formula (??) with the exact numerical computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷400. Before the Ehrenfest
time tEhr ∼ logN , numerical data for SN/2 are accurately reproduced by the analytical result (??) marked by the dotted line
with a slope λhc = J . This linear regime is followed by saturation to a value ∼ logN .
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Figure 4: Entanglement dynamics from quenches starting from a paramagnetic
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Figure 1. Entanglement dynamics and collective spin squeez-
ing in long-range quantum spin systems. (a) The system is
partitioned into two blocks of NA and NB spins-1/2, initially
fully polarized. (b) Collective spins of the two blocks. (c)
Collective spin in the factorized initial state, represented on a
sphere of radius N/2. The shaded area represents the quantum
uncertainty of transverse components. (d) Nonlinear interac-
tions determine spin squeezing, which makes the two blocks
increasingly correlated (entangled). The slow rate of squeez-
ing after non-critical quenches determines the slow growth of
entanglement. (e) The analytical formula for spin-squeezing
dynamics derived in this work captures the growth of entan-
glement entropy until saturation (here, quantum quench in a
fully-co nected quantu Ising model).
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2Entanglement entropy in infinite-range spin systems.—
In order to isolate the contribution of collective degrees of
freedom to entanglement dynamics, we start by consider-
ing spin-1/2 models with full permutational symmetry. In
this limiting situation, the only dynamical spin excitations
are collective, i.e., uniform, and quasiparticles at all pos-
sible non-vanishing momenta are completely suppressed.
This is realized with arbitrary all-to-all multi-body inter-
actions, described by a Hamiltonian of the form
Hˆ = −
∑
p=1,2,...
∑
µi=x,y,z
Jµ1...µp
Np−1
N∑
j1 6=···6=jp
sˆµ1j1 . . . sˆ
µp
jp
, (1)
where sˆi, i = 1, . . . , N are quantum spins-1/2 (or qubits).
The rescaling factor 1/Np−1 ensures that the energy con-
tribution of all p-body interactions is extensive. These
Hamiltonians can be written in terms of the collective
spin of the system Sˆ =
∑N
i=1 sˆi only, whose magnitude
|S| =√S(S + 1) is extensive and conserved, and gener-
ically maximal (S = N/2) in the ground state [101],
leading to an effective ~eff ∼ ~/N [102]. The behavior of
the system (in and out-of-equilibrium) can thus be under-
stood via systematic semiclassical expansions in quantum
fluctuations around the average collective spin [103].[104]
We aim at understanding entanglement dynamics in
spin systems described by Eq. (1). For a composite
system with Hilbert space H = HA ⊗ HB in a pure
state ρˆ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|, the entanglement between subsystems
A and B can be quantified by the Von Neumann en-
tropy SA = −Tr
[
ρˆA log ρˆA
]
of the reduced density matrix
ρˆA = TrB ρˆ. In this light, we consider a bipartition of the
system into two subsystems A and B with NA = fAN
and NB = N − NA = fB N spins, respectively. The
collective spin Sˆ can be correspondingly decomposed as
Sˆ = SˆA + SˆB (see Fig. 1). We extend to the non-
equilibrium setting the two-boson formalism developed
in Refs. 105 and 106 (see also Ref. [107]) for equilibrium
problems. Preparing the system in a fully polarized state,
both the instantaneous collective spin configuration 〈Sˆ(t)〉
and its quantum fluctuations evolve in time. This can
be described by letting the Z-axis follow the evolution
of 〈Sˆ(t)〉 [108, 109]. Quantum fluctuations of the two
spins SˆA,B are bosonized via Holstein-Primakoff transfor-
mations around their instantaneous average polarization,
and the entanglement between A and B is encoded in
the entanglement between these two bosons (qˆA, pˆA) and
(qˆB , pˆB). The resulting bosonic Hamiltonian governs the
dynamics of the transverse quantum fluctuations (Qˆ, Pˆ )
of the global spin Sˆ around its direction Z(t). The latter
encodes the bosonic excitations of SˆA, SˆB via the rela-
tions Qˆ =
√
fA qˆA +
√
fB qˆB and Pˆ =
√
fA pˆA +
√
fB pˆB .
(See the Supplemental Material [103] for the details.) We
may now safely perform a quadratic approximation, as the
spin fluctuations are subextensive in ground states [110]
as well as out of equilibrium until the so-called Ehrenfest
time scale — which diverges with N , see below. The time-
evolution of quantum fluctuations (Qˆ, Pˆ ) is then formally
equal to the classical evolution of displacements away from
the trajectory of the initial state under consideration.
Within this formalism, the Von Neumann entanglement
entropy between the two subsystems A and B is computed
with standard Gaussian bosonic techniques [103, 111, 112],
obtaining
SA =
√
1 + 4fAfB 〈nˆexc〉 arccoth
(√
1 + 4fAfB 〈nˆexc〉
)
+
1
2
log
(
fAfB 〈nˆexc〉
)
, (2)
where nˆexc = (Qˆ2 + Pˆ 2 − 1)/2 represents the number of
bosonic excitations of the collective spin Sˆ. The function
on the right-hand side vanishes for 〈nˆexc〉 → 0 and grows
as 12 log〈nˆexc〉 for 〈nˆexc〉  1. Hence, equation (2) clar-
ifies that the state of subsystem A (or B) is pure only
if 〈nˆexc〉 = 0, i.e., if the spin system is fully polarized
(coherent), as occurs in the absence of interactions. Con-
versely, the state is entangled in the presence of collective
spin excitations. This comes via spin squeezing, a concept
first introduced in Ref. 113 and usually quantified by the
minimal transverse variance of collective spin fluctuations
[114, 115] as ξ2 ≡ Min|u|=1,u⊥Z
〈(
u · Sˆ)2〉/(N/4). It is
equal to 1 for coherent states, and smaller for squeezed
states (see, e.g., Refs. 113 and 115). At the level of Gaus-
sian fluctuations relevant here, one derives that [103, 112]
ξ2 = 1 + 2〈nˆexc〉 − 2
√
〈nˆexc〉(1 + 〈nˆexc〉) . (3)
It has long been known [93, 94, 98] that collective spin
squeezing is a witness of many-body quantum entangle-
ment. Equations (2) and (3) express the quantitative
link — pictorially illustrated in Fig. 1 — between the
entanglement entropy SA in collective spin models in and
out of equilibrium and the spin-squeezing parameter ξ.
The growth of entanglement entropy out of equilibrium
is completely determined by the dynamical generation
of the collective excitations 〈nˆexc(t)〉, which is in turn
induced by the interactions. This rate depends on the
nature of the underlying classical dynamics. In fact, the
time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian that governs the
quantum evolution of fluctuations (Qˆ,Pˆ ), describes as well
the classical evolution of small displacements away from
it in the linear approximation [116], see Fig. 2(a) for an
illustration. In classical integrable systems, trajectories
originating from nearby initial conditions separate lin-
early in time, which implies Qˆ(t), Pˆ (t) ∼ t. Since nˆexc
is quadratic in the spin fluctuations Qˆ,Pˆ , the collective
excitations grow polynomially in time 〈nˆexc(t)〉 ∼ t2 after
a generic quench [102]. This leads to
SA(t) ∼ log t (4)
by Eq. (2). A more rigorous analysis [103] further pre-
dicts periodic oscillations of SA(t) superimposed to the
3(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsN AEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAq aKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDE MIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGam TK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsN AEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAq aKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDE MIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGam TK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsN AEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAq aKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDE MIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGam TK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsN AEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAq aKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDE MIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGam TK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit>
hnˆexc(t)i ⇠
<latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6 mBiGOFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsO KohRtvNJ5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2 zHVZjATtkx+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6 mBiGOFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsO KohRtvNJ5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2 zHVZjATtkx+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6 mBiGOFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsO KohRtvNJ5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2 zHVZjATtkx+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6 mBiGOFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsO KohRtvNJ5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2 zHVZjATtkx+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit>
e2 t
<latexit sha1_base64="Z03BfXhWKXYNoXCY6RGgky9Pp5A=">AAACAHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUmAiZwkLllw A17H9mdMyEXGn+FrVZ2xtZ/YuF/cQ8pFHzVy3tvMjMvSJQ05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqgU0Rq1jfBWBQyQibJEnhXaIRwkBhOxhf5X77AbWRcXRLkwT9EEaRHEoBZKUe9rJaV9n4ADhN++WKW3Vn4MvEm5MKm6PRL391B7FIQ4xIKDCm47kJ+RlokkLhtNRNDSYgxjD CjqURhGj8bHb1lJ+kBijmCWouFZ+J+Hsig9CYSRjYZAh0bxa9XPzP66Q0vPAzGSUpYSTyRSQVzhYZoaWtA/lAaiSC/HLkMuICNBChlhyEsGJq+ynZPrzF75dJq1b1LL85q9Qv580U2RE7ZqfMY+eszq5ZgzWZYJo9sWf24jw6r86b8/4TLTjzmUP2B87HN/pTlsk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z03BfXhWKXYNoXCY6RGgky9Pp5A=">AAACAHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUmAiZwkLllw A17H9mdMyEXGn+FrVZ2xtZ/YuF/cQ8pFHzVy3tvMjMvSJQ05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqgU0Rq1jfBWBQyQibJEnhXaIRwkBhOxhf5X77AbWRcXRLkwT9EEaRHEoBZKUe9rJaV9n4ADhN++WKW3Vn4MvEm5MKm6PRL391B7FIQ4xIKDCm47kJ+RlokkLhtNRNDSYgxjD CjqURhGj8bHb1lJ+kBijmCWouFZ+J+Hsig9CYSRjYZAh0bxa9XPzP66Q0vPAzGSUpYSTyRSQVzhYZoaWtA/lAaiSC/HLkMuICNBChlhyEsGJq+ynZPrzF75dJq1b1LL85q9Qv580U2RE7ZqfMY+eszq5ZgzWZYJo9sWf24jw6r86b8/4TLTjzmUP2B87HN/pTlsk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z03BfXhWKXYNoXCY6RGgky9Pp5A=">AAACAHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUmAiZwkLllw A17H9mdMyEXGn+FrVZ2xtZ/YuF/cQ8pFHzVy3tvMjMvSJQ05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqgU0Rq1jfBWBQyQibJEnhXaIRwkBhOxhf5X77AbWRcXRLkwT9EEaRHEoBZKUe9rJaV9n4ADhN++WKW3Vn4MvEm5MKm6PRL391B7FIQ4xIKDCm47kJ+RlokkLhtNRNDSYgxjD CjqURhGj8bHb1lJ+kBijmCWouFZ+J+Hsig9CYSRjYZAh0bxa9XPzP66Q0vPAzGSUpYSTyRSQVzhYZoaWtA/lAaiSC/HLkMuICNBChlhyEsGJq+ynZPrzF75dJq1b1LL85q9Qv580U2RE7ZqfMY+eszq5ZgzWZYJo9sWf24jw6r86b8/4TLTjzmUP2B87HN/pTlsk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z03BfXhWKXYNoXCY6RGgky9Pp5A=">AAACAHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUmAiZwkLllw A17H9mdMyEXGn+FrVZ2xtZ/YuF/cQ8pFHzVy3tvMjMvSJQ05LqfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqgU0Rq1jfBWBQyQibJEnhXaIRwkBhOxhf5X77AbWRcXRLkwT9EEaRHEoBZKUe9rJaV9n4ADhN++WKW3Vn4MvEm5MKm6PRL391B7FIQ4xIKDCm47kJ+RlokkLhtNRNDSYgxjD CjqURhGj8bHb1lJ+kBijmCWouFZ+J+Hsig9CYSRjYZAh0bxa9XPzP66Q0vPAzGSUpYSTyRSQVzhYZoaWtA/lAaiSC/HLkMuICNBChlhyEsGJq+ynZPrzF75dJq1b1LL85q9Qv580U2RE7ZqfMY+eszq5ZgzWZYJo9sWf24jw6r86b8/4TLTjzmUP2B87HN/pTlsk=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jgeOKEzzYTP+aGlgjUTf10NQQAg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBGUEDWUQ5CElJjpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACx UdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk4QS2HQdT+dpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z7eyt982UaI5tHgkI90NmAEpFLRQoIRurIGFgYROMLnM/M4DaCMidYvTGPyQjZUYCc7QSjd4Vx9Uqm7NzUEXiVeQKinQHFS++sOIJyEo5JIZ0/PcGP2UaRRcwqzcTwzEjE/YGHqWKhaC8dM86oweJ4ZhRGPQVEiai/B7I2WhMdMwsJMhw3sz72Xif14vwdG5 nwoVJwiKZ4dQSMgPGa6F7QDoUGhAZFlyoEJRzjRDBC0o49yKiS2lbPvw5r9fJO16zbP8+rTauCiaKZFDckROiEfOSINckSZpEU7G5Ik8kxfn0Xl13pz3n9Elp9g5IH/gfHwDq/SSIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jgeOKEzzYTP+aGlgjUTf10NQQAg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBGUEDWUQ5CElJjpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACx UdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk4QS2HQdT+dpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z7eyt982UaI5tHgkI90NmAEpFLRQoIRurIGFgYROMLnM/M4DaCMidYvTGPyQjZUYCc7QSjd4Vx9Uqm7NzUEXiVeQKinQHFS++sOIJyEo5JIZ0/PcGP2UaRRcwqzcTwzEjE/YGHqWKhaC8dM86oweJ4ZhRGPQVEiai/B7I2WhMdMwsJMhw3sz72Xif14vwdG5 nwoVJwiKZ4dQSMgPGa6F7QDoUGhAZFlyoEJRzjRDBC0o49yKiS2lbPvw5r9fJO16zbP8+rTauCiaKZFDckROiEfOSINckSZpEU7G5Ik8kxfn0Xl13pz3n9Elp9g5IH/gfHwDq/SSIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jgeOKEzzYTP+aGlgjUTf10NQQAg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBGUEDWUQ5CElJjpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACx UdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk4QS2HQdT+dpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z7eyt982UaI5tHgkI90NmAEpFLRQoIRurIGFgYROMLnM/M4DaCMidYvTGPyQjZUYCc7QSjd4Vx9Uqm7NzUEXiVeQKinQHFS++sOIJyEo5JIZ0/PcGP2UaRRcwqzcTwzEjE/YGHqWKhaC8dM86oweJ4ZhRGPQVEiai/B7I2WhMdMwsJMhw3sz72Xif14vwdG5 nwoVJwiKZ4dQSMgPGa6F7QDoUGhAZFlyoEJRzjRDBC0o49yKiS2lbPvw5r9fJO16zbP8+rTauCiaKZFDckROiEfOSINckSZpEU7G5Ik8kxfn0Xl13pz3n9Elp9g5IH/gfHwDq/SSIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jgeOKEzzYTP+aGlgjUTf10NQQAg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXaEBGUEDWUQ5CElJjpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACx UdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk4QS2HQdT+dpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z7eyt982UaI5tHgkI90NmAEpFLRQoIRurIGFgYROMLnM/M4DaCMidYvTGPyQjZUYCc7QSjd4Vx9Uqm7NzUEXiVeQKinQHFS++sOIJyEo5JIZ0/PcGP2UaRRcwqzcTwzEjE/YGHqWKhaC8dM86oweJ4ZhRGPQVEiai/B7I2WhMdMwsJMhw3sz72Xif14vwdG5 nwoVJwiKZ4dQSMgPGa6F7QDoUGhAZFlyoEJRzjRDBC0o49yKiS2lbPvw5r9fJO16zbP8+rTauCiaKZFDckROiEfOSINckSZpEU7G5Ik8kxfn0Xl13pz3n9Elp9g5IH/gfHwDq/SSIQ==</latexit>
hnˆexc(t)i ⇠
<latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAEDz zDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6mBiG OFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsOKohRtvN J5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2zHVZjATtk x+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAEDz zDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6mBiG OFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsOKohRtvN J5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2zHVZjATtk x+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAEDz zDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6mBiG OFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsOKohRtvN J5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2zHVZjATtk x+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IUTOiDjd4ubGGLKbF3wBtztpu8I=">AAACHXicbVC7TsNAEDz zDOEVoKQ5ESElDbIREpQIGsogkQQpjqL1sUlOnM/W3RoFWfkGPoGvoIWKDtEiCv6Fc0jBa6rRzK52Z6JUSUu+/+7NzM7NLyyWlsrLK6tr65WNzZZNMiOwKRKVmMsILCqpsUmSFF6mBiG OFLaj69PCb9+gsTLRF3SbYjeGgZZ9KYCc1KvUQwV6oJCHQyCue3lIOKIcR2I8rlE9NBM3tDLuVar+nj8B/0uCKamyKRq9ykd4lYgsRk1CgbWdwE+pm4MhKRSOy2FmMQVxDQPsOKohRtvN J5HGfDezQAlP0XCp+ETE7xs5xNbexpGbjIGG9rdXiP95nYz6R91c6jQj1KI4RNLFLw5ZYaTrCvmVNEgExefIpeYCDBChkRyEcGLmyiu7PoLf6f+S1v5e4Pj5QfX4ZNpMiW2zHVZjATtk x+yMNViTCXbHHtgje/LuvWfvxXv9Gp3xpjtb7Ae8t09In6LP</latexit>
(a)
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of spin-squeezing dynamics.
The classical phase space of a ferromagnetic fully-connected
Ising model [cf. Eq. (7) with α = 0] is pictured on the left. It
features ferromagnetic (green) and paramagnetic (blue) peri-
odic trajectories, separated by a critical trajectory (separatrix,
red). Initial spin-coherent (non-squeezed) states (a) and (b)
at t = 0 are represented by points surrounded by small grey
circles representing the quantum fluctuations of transverse
spin components. Due to nonlinear interactions, the spin state
undergoes squeezing, quantified by the parameter ξ(t) [cf. Eq.
(3)]. The rate of squeezing is governed by the separation of
nearby semiclassical trajectories, and by Eq. (2) it determines
the rate of growth of entanglement entropy. Right panels: (a)
For generic (non-critical) quenches, nearby trajectories sepa-
rate linearly in time, leading to a polynomially fast squeezing.
(b) For a critical quench, the collective spin lies on the stable
manifold of an unstable fixed point in phase space. In this
case, nearby trajectories separate exponentially fast in time
at a rate λ set by the eigenvalue of the linearized flow.
logarithmic growth, the period being that of the under-
lying classical trajectory. In the (non-generic) case of
quenches to dynamical critical points [102], the collective
spin lies on unstable trajectories (separatrices) in the
classical phase space, around which displacements grow
exponentially in time, with a rate set by the positive eigen-
value λ of the corresponding unstable fixed point on which
they terminate, see Fig. 2(b). The out-of-equilibrium
generation of collective excitations is thus exponentially
fast, 〈nˆexc(t)〉 ∼ e2λt, leading to a linear growth of en-
tanglement entropy with a predicted slope S(t) ∼ λt and
without superimposed oscillations. (See also the related
discussion in Refs. [117–119].) In all cases, entanglement
entropy saturates SA ∼ logNA at the Ehrenfest time
scale defined by 〈nˆexc(tEhr)〉 ∼ N .
Spatially-decaying interactions.— We are now in a po-
sition to understand the effects of having slowly-decaying
interactions on entanglement dynamics. For the sake of
definiteness, we focus on periodic d-dimensional lattices
of spins with arbitrary two-body long-range interactions,
described by a Hamiltonian as in Eq. (1) with p ≤ 2,
where now j = 1, . . . , N = Ld label lattice sites at posi-
tions denoted rj , and the uniform couplings Jµν , with
µ, ν = x, y, z, are replaced by Jµν/|ri − rj |α [120]. The
exponent α ≥ 0 characterizes the algebraic decay of spin-
spin interactions. A Kac rescaling factor 1/Nα,N with
Nα,N =
∑
i 6=j |ri − rj |−α/N replaces the 1/N factor in
Eq. (1), ensuring the extensivity of the Hamiltonian for
α ≤ d [121]. The fully-connected limit is recovered by
letting α→ 0.
When interactions decay with the distance between
spins, the full permutational symmetry of the infinite-
range Hamiltonian (1) is broken and the finite-wavelength
spin modes participate in the dynamics. These excita-
tions now allow the system to explore the full Hilbert
space beyond the Dicke manifold, i.e., “inside the Bloch
sphere”, and the system may be expected to thermal-
ize by accumulating extensive entanglement entropy [5].
However, we demonstrate that these quasiparticles are
weakly excited in typical quenches, and hence yield only a
bounded contribution to entanglement growth for a long
temporal regime. In this case, the analysis of dynamical
spin squeezing captures the leading behavior of S(t) even
for 0 < α < d.
The two-boson approach to entanglement dynamics
described above was strictly based on the conservation
of the collective spin magnitude. In order to treat a
truly many-body problem, one can refine the approach
as follows. We rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of
the Fourier spin modes s˜x,y,zk =
∑
j e
−ik·rj sˆx,y,zj , with
k = (2pi/L)(n1, . . . , nd), nµ = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 varying in
the d-dimensional Brillouin zone, and bosonize individual
spin excitations sˆj → (qˆj ,pˆj) around the instantaneous
direction Z(t) of the collective spin 〈Sˆ(t)〉 via Holstein-
Primakoff transformations [103, 108, 109]. One thus
obtains a spin-wave expansion of the time-dependent
frame Hamiltonian H˜(t) = Hˆ − ω(t) · Sˆ in terms of
q˜k = L
−d/2∑
j e
−ik·rj qˆj and p˜k = L−d/2
∑
j e
−ik·rj pˆj
with all possible momenta k, expressed up to O(1/√N)
terms as [122]
˜ˆ
H(t) ' ˜ˆH0(t)−∑
k6=0
f˜α,k
[
Jqq(t)
q˜kq˜−k
2
+ Jpp(t)
p˜kp˜−k
2
+ Jqp(t)
q˜kp˜−k + p˜kq˜−k
2
]
, (5)
where f˜α,k = 1Nα,N
∑
j(6=i)
e−ik·(rj−ri)
|rj−ri|α is proportional to
the Fourier transform of the interactions, J ’s are coeffi-
cients depending on the collective spin trajectory, and
the collective-mode Hamiltonian H˜0(t) accounts for the
infinite-range part f˜α,0 δk,0 ≡ δk,0 of the interaction f˜α,k.
H˜0(t) is independent of α and describes the dynamics of
collective spin fluctuations Qˆ ≡ q˜0 and Pˆ ≡ p˜0 as detailed
above, and conserves the bosonic occupation numbers
nˆk6=0 ≡ (q˜kq˜−k+ p˜kp˜−k−1)/2 of all the spin-wave modes
with finite wavelength [123]. The dynamical excitation of
spin waves with finite wavelengths for α > 0 is responsible
for modifications to the spin-squeezing-induced entangle-
ment entropy growth. As is evident in Eq. (5), their im-
pact is controlled by the strength of the finite-range part
f˜α,k6=0 of the interaction. In fact, the following estimate
4can be derived for α < d [103] |f˜α,k6=0| ≤ const× 1(|k|L)β ,
with β ≡ Min (d − α, (d + 1)/2) (for α = d the power
law is replaced by a logarithm). This bound implies that
for all fixed k 6= 0, the coupling f˜α,k is vanishingly small
in thermodynamic limit L → ∞ whenever α ≤ d, and
hence the associated number of bosonic excitations is an
approximate constant of motion,∣∣∣〈[nˆk6=0, ˜ˆH(t)]〉∣∣∣ ≤ const
(|k|L)β . (6)
Therefore, there exists a long time scale Tsw ∼ Nβ/d,
during which the dynamical excitation of spin waves
with finite wavelengths is suppressed [124] (note the
interesting relation to the prethermalization time in
Ref. [125]). On the other hand, permutational symmetry
may severely break over large length scales via excitations
with |k| ∝ 1/L. Their dynamics governed by the Hamil-
tonian (5), is equivalent to a discrete set of periodically
driven quantum oscillators, the drive being induced by the
precession of the collective spin. From a stability analysis,
we find that for typical quenches these long-wavelength
spin-wave modes are non-resonantly driven and hence
weakly excited. Their resulting contribution to entangle-
ment dynamics amounts to bounded oscillations on top of
the dominant, spin-squeezing induced logarithmic growth.
Near dynamical criticality, however, resonant excitation of
these modes may lead to exponentially growing quantum
fluctuations (cf. Ref. [125]) and hence linear increase of
the entanglement entropy (see the Supplemental Material
[103] for details). We thus conclude that long-range in-
teracting spin-1/2 systems with α < d typically exhibit
logarithmic growth of entanglement entropy.
Numerical simulations.— We test our analytical un-
derstanding in paradigmatic one-dimensional long-range
quantum Ising chains, described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = − JNα,N
N∑
i<j
σˆxi σˆ
x
j
|i− j|α − h
N∑
i
σˆzi , (7)
where i, j = 1, . . . , N , σˆx,zi are Pauli matrices, h is a global
transverse magnetic field and Nα,N is the Kac rescaling
factor introduced above.
We compare the numerical computations of entangle-
ment entropy evolution at finite N with the analytical
calculation of the spin-squeezing contribution [Eq. (2)] and
with the full spin-wave calculation, obtained from Eq. (5)
via standard bosonic techniques [103, 111, 112, 119]. For
the sake of illustration, we focus here on the initial state
|ψ0〉 = |→→ · · · → 〉, i.e., on quenches in the transverse
field from h0 = 0 to hf . As Figs. 1 and 3 show, in all cases
the numerical data are captured by the corresponding
analytical curves for t . tEhr(N). In the fully-connected
limit α→ 0, equivalent to the Lipkin-Meshov-Glick model
[126], Eq. (2) is exact in the thermodynamic limit and the
finite-size ED data perfectly match it before saturation
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Figure 3. Logarithmic growth in time of the half-system
entanglement entropy SN/2 after a quantum quench above
(top) and below (bottom) the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50 ÷ 800. The
exact diagonalization results follow the logarithmic growth
up to tEhr s
p
N , where they saturate to SN/2 s logN . The
inset shows the same data with SN/2 rescaled by logN and
time by
p
N .
ations in Eq. (30) evolve according to8><>:
G˙QQ = 4J cos ✓ sin  cos GQQ + 4J cos 2 GQP
G˙PP =  4J cos ✓ sin  cos GPP   4J cos2   sin2 ✓GQP
G˙QP =  2J cos2   sin2 ✓GQQ + 2J cos 2 GPP .
(49)
with ✓ = ✓(t) and   =  (t) determined by Eq. (48).
These equations are exact in the limit N !1, while
finite-size correction occur over the Ehrenfest time scale
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 400. Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
accurately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
followed by saturation to a value s logN .
trajectory. For generic quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, corresponding to the separatrix in the classical
phase space, it acquires a logarithmic dependence tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear time-dependent
differential equations and their numerical integration with
the appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general quench], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. 2, 3 we compare the predictions of our general
formula (34) with the results of exact numerical compu-
tations at finite N , obtained following the decomposition
in Ref. 96. For the sake of definiteness, we consider as
initial state one of the two ground states of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonian (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For quenches above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. In turn, at the
dynamical critical point, due to the exponential growth
of the collective excitations, it increases linearly in time
as SA s  hct before tEhr s logN , see Fig. 3. For this
Hamiltonian, the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of
the unstable fixed point ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
At finite N , the entanglement entropy is bounded and
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 4 0. Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
a curately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the do ted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
followed by saturation to a value s logN .
tEhr, which depends on the nature of the semiclassical
trajectory. For generic quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, corresponding t the separatrix in the classical
phase space, it acquires a logarithmic dependence tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear time-dependent
differential equations and the r umerical integration with
th appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general qu nch], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. 2, 3 we compare the predictions of our general
formul (34) with the results of exac numerical compu-
tations at finite N , obtained followi g the decomposition
in Ref. 96. For the sake f defi iteness, we consider as
init al st te one f the two ground states of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The ini ial state | 0i is then evolve via
the Hamiltoni n (46) with h hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trat , in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For quench above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. I turn, at e
dynamical critical point, due to the xponential growth
of the collectiv exci ations, it increases linearly in time
as SA s  hct befor tEhr s logN , see Fig. 3. For this
Hamiltonian, the eige value of the instability matrix of
the unstable fix d point ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 4. Entanglement entropy dynamics SNA(t) after a
quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J , for various bipar-
titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 200. Analytical results from Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared with exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plotted as a function of the
rescaled time t/
p
N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
At finite N , the entanglement entropy is bounded and
thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (45).
For NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
p
N , as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plot the
entanglement entropy dynamics for various fractions of
spins fA and we compare it with the exact results at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturates to s 1/2 logNA.
We emphasize that all the phenomenology exemplified
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of the agreement
between the exact numerics and our analytical results
do not depend at all on the specific choice of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46), nor on the specific choice of pre- and
post-quench parameters.
VI. SPATIALLY-DECAYING INTERACTIONS
In this Section, we generalize the previous statements
concerning entanglement entropy growth to spin systems
with slowly-decaying interactions. For the sake of def-
initeness, we focus on long-range transverse field Ising
models in d-dimensional lattices with ferromagnetic cou-
plings that decay algebraically with the distance with an
exponent ↵, described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =   JN↵,N
X
i 6=j
sˆxi sˆ
x
j
|ri   rj |↵   h
X
i
sˆzi , (51)
where i, j = 1, . . . , N = Ld label quantum spins of magni-
tude s = 1/2 whose position on the d-dimensional lattice
is denoted ri,j , lattice spacing is taken to be unity, and pe-
riodic boundary conditions are assumed for simplicity.98
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titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 20 . Analytical results from Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared with exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plot ed as a function of the
rescaled time t/
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N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (45).
For NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
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N , as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plot the
entanglement entropy dynamics for various fractions of
spins fA and we compare it with the exact results at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturates to s 1/2 logNA.
We emphasize that all the phenomenology exemplified
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of the agreement
between the exact numerics and our analytical results
do not depend at all on the specific choice of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46), nor on the specific choice of pre- and
post-quench parameters.
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Figure 4. Linear growth in time of the half-sy tem entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our gen ral formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 40 . Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
accurately reproduced by the an lytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
foll wed by saturation to a value s logN .
tEhr, which dep nds on the ature of the semiclassical
trajectory. For gen r c quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, correspond ng to the separ trix in the lassical
phase space, i acquires logari hmic dep ndenc tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear t m -dep nden
diff rential equatio s and their numerical integration with
the app opriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a gen ral quench], det rmines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excita ions hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. , 4 e compare the predict o s of ur gen ral
formula (34) with the results of exact numeri al compu-
ta ions at finite N , obt ined foll w ng the decomposition
in Ref. 100. F r the sake of definiten s, we consider as
initial sta e one of the two ground sta es of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |! · · · !i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonia (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result q ickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For que ches above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 3. I turn, at the
dynamical critical point, due to the exponential growth
of the collective excitations, it increases linearly in time
as SA s  hct before tEhr s logN , see Fig. 4. For this
Hamiltonian, the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of
the u stable fixed poi t ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 3. Logarithmic growth in time of the half-system
entanglement entropy SN/2 after a quantum quench above
(top) and below (bottom) the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computatio for increasing system sizes N = 50 ÷ 800. The
exact diagonalization results follow the logarithmic growth
up to tEhr s
p
N , where they saturate o SN/2 s logN . The
inset shows the sam data wi h SN/2 rescaled by logN and
time by
p
N .
ations in Eq. (30) evolve according to8><>:
G˙QQ = 4J cos ✓ sin  cos GQQ + 4J cos 2 GQP
G˙PP =  4J cos ✓ sin  cos GPP   4J cos2   sin2 ✓GQP
G˙QP =  2J cos2   sin2 ✓GQQ + 2J cos 2 GPP .
(49)
with ✓ = ✓(t) and   =  (t) determined by Eq. (48).
These equations are exact in the limit N !1, while
finite-size correction occur ov the Ehrenfest time scale
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 400. Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
accurately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
followed by saturation to a value s logN .
trajectory. For gen ric quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
th DPT, corresponding to the separatrix in the classical
phase space, it acquires a logarithmic dependence tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear time-dependent
differential equations and their numerical integration wi
the appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general quench], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) aft r
a quantum quench.
In Figs. 2, 3 we compare the predictions of our general
formula (34) with the results of exact n merical compu-
tati ns at finite N , obtained followi g the decomposition
in Ref. 96. For the sake of definiteness, we consider as
i itial state one of th wo grou d tates of the LMG
Hamilto an (46) for h0 = 0 , e. .
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonian (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our ge -
eral formula for t  tEhr. For quenches above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. In turn, at th
dyna ical critical point, due to the exponential growth
of the collective excitations, it increases linearly in time
a SA s  hct before tEhr logN , se Fig. 3. For this
H i ton an, the e genvalue of the instabil ty matrix of
the unstabl fi ed p int ✓ = 0 i  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
At fi te N , the entanglement ntropy is bounded and
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 4 0. Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
a curately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the do ted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
followed by saturation to a value s logN .
tEhr, which depends on the nature of the se iclassical
trajectory. F r generic quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, corresponding t the separatrix in the classical
phase space, it acquires a logarithmic dependence tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear time-dependent
differential equations and the r umerical integration with
th appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general qu nch], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. 2, 3 we co pare the predictions of our general
formul (34) with the results of exac numerical compu-
t tions at fi ite N , obtained followi g the decomposition
in Ref. 96. For the sake f defin teness, we consider as
i it al st e one f the two grou d st tes of the LMG
H milto an (46) for h0 = 0 , e. .
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The ini ial state | 0i is then evolve via
the Hamiltoni n (46) with h hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trat , in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For quench above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. I turn, at e
dynamical critical point, due to the xponential growth
of the collectiv exci ations, it increases li e rly in time
as SA s  hct befor tEhr s logN , se Fig. 3. For this
Hami ton an, the e ge value of the i stabil ty matrix of
the unstabl fix d point ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 4. Entanglement entropy dynamics SNA(t) after a
quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J , for various bipar-
titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 200. Analytical results from Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared with exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plotted as a function of the
rescaled time t/
p
N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
A finite , the entanglemen ntropy is bounded and
thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (45).
For NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
p
N , as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plot the
entanglement entropy dynamics for various fractions of
spins fA and we compare it with the exact results at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturates to s 1/2 logNA.
We emphasize that all the phenomenology exemplified
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of the agreement
between the exact numerics and our analytical results
do not depend at all on the specific choice of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46), nor on the specific choice of pre- and
post-quen h parameters.
VI. SPATIALLY-DECAYING INTERACTIONS
In this Section, we generalize the previous statements
concerning entanglement entropy growth to spin systems
with slowly-decaying interactions. For the sake of def-
initeness, we focus on long-range transverse field Ising
models in d-dimensional lattices with ferromagnetic cou-
plings that decay algebraically with the distance with an
exponent ↵, described by e Ha iltonian
Hˆ =   JN↵,N
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where i, j = 1, . . . , N = Ld label quantum spins of magni-
tude s = 1/2 whose position on the d-dimensional lattice
s denoted ri,j , lattice spaci g is take t be unity, and pe-
riodic boundary c ditions are assumed for simplicity.98
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Figure 4. Linear growth in time of the half-sy tem entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our gen ral formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 40 . Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
accurately reproduced by the an lytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
foll wed by saturation to a value s logN .
tEhr, which dep nd n t e ature of the s cla ical
trajectory. For gen r c q nches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, correspond ng to the separ trix in the lassical
phase space, i acquires logari hmic dep ndenc tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear t m -dep nden
diff rential equatio s and their numerical integration with
the app opriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a gen ral quench], det rmines the time-evolution of th
number of collective excita ions hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. , 4 e co pare the predict o s of ur gen ral
formula (34) with the results of exact numeri al compu-
ta io s at fi ite N , obt ined foll w ng the decomposition
in Ref. 100. F r the s ke of definiten s, we nsider as
initial sta e one of th two grou d sta es of the LMG
Hamilto an (46) for h0 = 0 , e. .
| i = |! · · · !i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonia (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result q ickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For q e ches above and below
hc, the entangleme t entropy incre s l garithmically
SA s log t befor Ehr s
p
N , see Fig. 3. I turn, at the
dynamical critical point, due to the exponential growth
of the collective exci ations, i increases li e rly in time
as SA s  hct before tEhr s logN , see Fig. 4. For this
Hami ton an, the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of
the unstable fixed poi t ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 3. Logarithmic growth in time of the half-system
entanglement entropy SN/2 after a quantum quench above
(top) and below (bottom) the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numeric l
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50 ÷ 800. The
exact diagonalization results follow the logarithmic growth
up to tEhr s
p
N , where they saturate to SN/2 s logN . The
inset shows the same data with SN/2 rescaled by logN and
time by
p
N .
ations in Eq. (30) evolve according to8><>:
G˙QQ = 4J cos ✓ sin  cos GQQ + 4J cos 2 GQP
G˙PP =  4J cos ✓ sin  cos GPP   4J cos2   sin2 ✓GQP
G˙QP =  2J cos2   sin2 ✓GQQ + 2J cos 2 GPP .
(49)
with ✓ = ✓(t) and   =  (t) determined by Eq. (48).
These equations are exact in the limit N !1, while
finite-size correction occur over the Ehrenfest time scale
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing syste siz s N = 50÷ 400. Befor
the Ehr fest time tEhr s logN , numeri data for SN/2 are
accurately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
followed by saturation to a value s logN .
trajectory. For generic quenc es tE r s
p
N , while t
the DPT, co respo ding to the s paratrix in the classical
p ase pac , i acquires a logarithmic ependence tEh s
logN . Equations (49) re se of linear time-dep n ent
iffere tial equ tio s a d t ir numerica int g ation th
the appropri e initial conditio s [given by Eq. (24) for
a general quench], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum que ch.
In Figs. 2, 3 we compare t e predictio s of our general
formula (34) with the results of ex ct numerical compu-
tations at finite N , obtained following the decomposition
in Ref. 96. For t sake of definiteness, we consider as
initial state one of the two grou d states of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It corresponds to the ini ial conditi s ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonian (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For quenches above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. In turn, at the
dynamical critical poin , due to the exponential growth
of the ol ective excitations, it increases linearly in time
s SA s  hct before tEhr s logN , see Fig. 3. For this
Hamiltonian, th eigenvalue of the instability matrix of
the unst ble fixed point ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
At finite N , the entanglement entropy is bounded and
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computatio for increasing sys e sizes N = 50÷ 4 0. Befor
the Ehr nfest time tEhr s logN , u erical da a for SN/2 are
a curately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the do ted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
followed by saturation to a value s logN .
tEhr, which depends on the natur of the se iclassical
tr jectory. For ge eric quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
th DPT, correspondin t th s par trix in the cl ssical
phase s ace, it acquires logarithmic dependence tEhr s
logN . Equatio s (49) are a set of lin ar tim -dependent
ifferential equati ns nd the r umerical integration with
th appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general qu nch], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excit ions hnˆexc( )i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum que ch.
In Figs. 2, 3 we compare the predictions of our general
formul (34) with the results of exac numerical c mpu-
tations at finite N obtained followi g the d composition
in R f. 96. For th sake f defi iteness, we consider s
init al st te one f the two ground states of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It corresponds to the initial conditions ✓0 ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The ini ial state | 0i is then evolve via
the Hamiltoni n (46) with h hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trat , in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For quench above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , s e Fig. 2. I turn, at e
dynamical critical point, due to the xponen ial gr wth
of the col ectiv exci ations, it increases linearly in time
as SA s  h t befor tEhr s logN , se Fig. 3. For this
Hamiltonian, the eige value of the instability matrix of
the unst ble fix d point ✓ 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 4. Entanglement entropy dynamics SNA(t) after a
quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J , for various bipar-
titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 200. A alytical resul s from Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared with exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plotted as a function of the
rescaled time t/
p
N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
At finite N , the e tanglement entropy is bounded and
thus always saturates to a finit va ue, as in Eq. ( 5).
For NA = N/2 this corr sponds to log
p
N , as shown in
the inset of Fig. . Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plot the
nt ngle t entropy dynamics for various fr ction of
spi fA and we compare it with he exact r sults at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturates to s 1/2 logNA.
We emphasize tha all the phenomenology exemplified
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of the agreement
between the ex c nume ics and our analytical resul s
do not depend at all on the specific choice of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46), nor on the specific choice of pre- and
post-quench parameters.
VI. SPATIALLY-DECAYING INTERACTIONS
In thi Section, we generalize the p evious statem nts
concerning entangleme t entro y growt to spin systems
with slowly-decaying interactions. For the sake of def-
initeness, we focus on l g-range transverse field Ising
models i d-dimensional lattices with ferromagnetic cou-
plings that decay algebraically with the distance with an
exponent ↵, described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =   JN↵,N
X
i 6=j
sˆxi sˆ
x
j
|ri   rj |↵   h
X
i
sˆzi , (51)
w ere i, j = 1, . . . , N = Ld label quantum pins of magni-
tude s = 1/2 w ose position on the d-dimensional lattice
is denoted ri,j , lattice spacing is taken to be unity, and pe-
riodic boundary conditions are assumed for simplicity.98
Figure 4. Entanglement entropy dynamics SNA(t) after a
quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J , for various bipar-
titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 20 . An lytical results fr m Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared with exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plot ed as a function of the
rescaled time t/
p
N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (45).
For NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
p
N , as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plot the
entanglement entropy dynamics for various fractions of
spins fA and we comp re it with he exact r sults at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturates to s 1/2 logNA.
We emphasiz that all the phenomenology exemplified
i Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of the agreement
between the exact numerics and our analytic l results
do not depend a all on the specific ch ice of the LMG
Ham ltonian (46), nor on the specific choice of pr - and
post-quench parameters.
VI. SPATIALLY-DECAYING INTERACTIONS
In this Section, we gen ralize the previous s atements
concerni g entanglement entropy growth to spin systems
with slowly-decaying interactions. For the sake of def-
initeness, we focus on long-range transverse field Ising
models in d-dimensional lattices with ferromagnetic cou-
plings that decay algebraically with the distance with an
exponent ↵, described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =   JN↵,N
i 6=j
sˆxi sˆ
x
j
|ri   rj |↵   h i
sˆzi , (51)
where i, j = 1, . , N = Ld label quantum spins of magni-
tude s = 1/2 whose positio on the d-dimensional lat ice
is denoted ri,j , lat ice spacing is taken to be unity, and pe-
riodic boundary conditions are as umed for simplicity.98
Figure 4. Linear growth in time of the half-sy tem entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our gen ral formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for inc easing system siz s N = 50÷ 40 . Befor
the Ehr fest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 are
accurately reproduced by the an lytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . This linear regime is
foll wed by saturation to a value s logN .
tEhr, which d p nds on the ature of th semiclassical
tr ject ry. For gen r c qu nches tEhr s
p
N , while at
t DPT, corr spond ng to the separ trix in the lassic l
phase s ace, i acquires log ri hmic dep ndenc tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of lin ar t m -d p nden
diff renti l equatio s nd th ir numerical integration ith
the app opriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a gen ral quench], det rmines the time-evolution of the
number of coll ctive excita ions hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. , 4 e compare the predict o s of ur gen ral
formula (34) wit the results of exact nu eri al compu-
ta io s at finite N , ob in d foll w g the d compositi
in Ref. 100. F r th sake of defi iten s, we consider as
initial sta e one of the two ground sta es of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |! · · · !i . (50)
It corresponds t the initial conditio s ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonia (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result q ickly
converges onto the analytical result based on our gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For que ches above and below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 3. I turn, at the
dyna ical cr tical point, due to the exponential growth
of he ollective x itatio s, it increases line rly in time
as SA s  hct befor tEhr s logN , see Fig. 4. F r this
Hamiltonian, the eig nvalue of the in tability matrix of
the u stable fixed poi t ✓ 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 3. Logarithmic growth in time of the half-system
entanglement entropy SN/2 after a quantum quench above
(top) and below (bottom) the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50 ÷ 800. The
exact diago alization results follow the logarithmic growth
up to tEhr s
p
N , where they satur te to SN/2 s logN . The
inset shows the same data with SN/2 rescaled by logN and
time by
p
N .
ations in Eq. (30) evolve accordi g to8><>:
G˙QQ = 4J cos ✓ sin  cos GQQ + 4J cos 2 GQP
G˙PP =  4J cos ✓ sin  cos GPP   4J cos2   sin2 ✓GQP
G˙QP =  2J cos2   sin2 ✓GQQ + 2J cos 2 GPP .
(49)
with ✓ = ✓(t) and   =  (t) determined by Eq. (48).
These equations are exact in the limit N !1, while
finite-size correction occur over the Ehrenfest time scale
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes ÷ 400. Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 re
accurately reproduced by the analytical result (34) marked by
the dotted line with a slope  hc = J . T is linear regime is
f llowed by saturation to a value s log .
trajec ry. F g n ric quen he tEhr
p
N , while at
the DPT, corresponding to the separatrix in the classical
phase space, it acquires a logarithmic d pendence tEh s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear time-dependent
differential equations and their numerical integration with
the appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general quench], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. 2, 3 we compare the predictions of our general
formula (34) with the results of exact numerical compu-
tations at fin te N , obtain d following the deco position
in Ref. 96. For the s ke of d finiten ss, we consider as
initial st te one of the two gro nd states of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It correspo ds t the initial conditions ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonian (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dyna ical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
tr te, in all cases the finite-size numerical result quickly
converges on t analytical r sul bas d on ur gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. F r que c s ab ve an bel w
hc, the entangl ment entropy i cre ses l garithmically
SA log t b fore tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. In turn, at the
dynamical critical point, due t the exponential growth
of the collective excitations, it increases linearly in time
as SA s  hct before tEhr s logN , see Fig. 3. For this
Hamiltonian, t eigenvalue of the instability matrix of
th unstable fixed point ✓ = 0 s  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
A finite N , t en anglement entropy is bounded and
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Figure 3. Linear growth in time of the half-system entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our general formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes ÷ 4 0. Before
the Ehrenfest time tEhr s logN , numerical data for SN/2 re
a curately e roduced by analytical result (34) marked by
the do ted line with a slope  hc = J . T is linear regime is
f llowed by saturati n o a value l g .
tEhr, which depends o the nature of the semiclassical
trajectory. For generic quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, corresponding t the separatrix in the classical
phase space, it acquires a logarithmic dependence tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear time-dependent
differential equations and the r umerical integration with
th appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a general qu nch], determines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excitations hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. 2, 3 we comp re the predictions of our general
formul (34) with the results of exac numerical ompu-
tations at fin te N , obtain d foll wi g th deco position
in Ref. 96. For the sake f defi iteness, we consider as
init al st te one f the two ground states of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |!! · · ·!i . (50)
It correspo ds to the initial conditions ✓0 ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The ini ial state | 0i is then evolve via
the Hamiltoni n (46) with h hf above, below and at
the critical dyna ic l point hc = J/2. As he plots illus-
tr , in all cas s th finite-size num rical result quickly
converg s onto the analytical r sul bas d on ur gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. For que ch above an below
hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically
SA s log t before tEhr s
p
N , see Fig. 2. I turn, at e
dynamical critical point, due t the xponential growth
of the collectiv exci ations, it increases linearly in time
a SA s  hc befor tEhr s logN , see Fig. 3. For this
Hamiltonian, t eige value of the instability matrix of
the unstable fix d point ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 4. Entanglement entropy dynamics SNA(t) after a
quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J , for various bipar-
titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 200. Analytical results from Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared wi h exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plotted as a function of the
rescaled time t/
p
N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
At finit N , th entanglement entropy is bounded and
thus a ways saturates to a finite v lue, as in Eq. (45).
For NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
p
N , as shown i
the ins t of Fig. 2. Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plo the
entangleme t e tropy dynamics for various fractions of
spins fA and we compare it with the exact results at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturates to s 1/2 logNA.
We emphasize that all the phenomenology exemplified
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of he a reement
between the exact numerics and our analytical results
do not d pend at ll on the specific ch ice of the LMG
Hamiltoni (46), nor o the specific choice f pre- and
post-quench paramete s.
VI. SPATIALLY-DECAYING INTERACTIONS
In this Section, w generalize the p evious s atements
concerning entanglement entropy growth to spin systems
with slowly-decaying inter cti ns. For the sak of d f-
initeness, we f cus on long-range transverse field Ising
models in d-dimensio al lattices with ferromagnetic cou-
plings that decay algebraically with the distance with an
exponent ↵, described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =   JN↵,N
X
i 6=j
sˆxi ˆ
x
j
|ri   rj |↵   h
X
i
sˆzi , (51)
where i, j = 1, . . . , N = Ld label qua tum spins of magni-
tude s = 1/2 whose position on the d-dimensional lattice
is denoted ri,j , lattice spacing is taken to be unity, and pe-
riodic boundary conditio are assumed for sim licit .98
Figure 4. Entanglement entropy dynamics SNA(t) after a
quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J , for various bipar-
titions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and
fixed size N = 20 . Analytical results from Eq. (34) (full
lines) are compared with exact numerical results (dots). In
the inset, SNA   1/2 log fAfB is plot ed as a function of the
rescaled time t/
p
N , in order to highlight the validity of the
expansion in Eq. (36).
thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (45).
or NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
p
N , as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. Conversely, in Fig. 4, we plot the
enta glement en r py dynamics for various fractions of
spins fA and we compare it w th th exact esults at fixed
N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when it
saturat s to s 1/2 logNA.
We mphasize that all th phenomenology xemplified
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, as well as the quality of the agreement
between the exact numerics and our analytical results
do not depend at all on the specific choice of the LMG
Hamiltonia (46), or on the specific choice of pre- and
post-quench par eters.
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concerning entanglement entropy growth to spin systems
with slowly-decaying interactions. For the sake of def-
initeness, we focus on long-range transverse field Ising
mod ls in d-dimensional lattices with ferromagnetic cou-
pli gs that decay algebraically with the distance with an
exponent ↵, des ribed by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =   JN↵,N
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where i, j = 1, . , N = Ld label quantum spins f magni-
tude s = 1/2 whose position on the d-dimensional lat ice
is denoted ri,j , lat ice spacing is taken to be unity, and pe-
ri dic boundary con tio s are s umed for s mplicity.98
Figure 4. Linear growth in time of the half-sy tem entan-
glement entropy SN/2 at the dynamical critical point. We
compare our gen ral formula (34) with the exact numerical
computation for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 40 . Before
the Eh nfest time tEhr s logN , numerical d ta for SN/2 re
accurat ly r produced by he an l tic l result (34) marked by
the dotted line with sl pe  hc = J . T is linear regi e is
f ll wed by satu ation t a valu s log .
tEhr, which dep nds o the a ure of the semiclassical
trajectory. For gen r c quenches tEhr s
p
N , while at
the DPT, correspond ng to the separ trix in the lassical
phase space, i acquires logari hmic dep ndenc tEhr s
logN . Equations (49) are a set of linear t m -dep nden
diff rential equatio s and their numerical integration with
the app opriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (24) for
a gen ral quench], det rmines the time-evolution of the
number of collective excita ions hnˆexc(t)i in Eq. (32) after
a quantum quench.
In Figs. , 4 e compare the predict o s of ur gen ral
formula (34) with the results of xact numeri al compu-
ta ions at finite N , obt in d foll w ng the decompositio
in Ref. 100. F r the sake of definiten s, we co sider as
initial sta e one of the two ground sta es of the LMG
Hamiltonian (46) for h0 = 0 , e.g.
| 0i = |! · · · !i . (50)
It correspo ds to the initial conditions ✓0 = ⇡/2,  0 = 0,
GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in
Eqs. (48), (49). The initial state | 0i is then evolved via
the Hamiltonia (46) with h = hf above, below and at
the critical dynamical point hc = J/2. As the plots illus-
trate, in all cases the finite-size numerical result q ickly
converges onto the analytical r sult based on ur gen-
eral formula for t  tEhr. Fo qu ch above a b low
hc, th e tanglem n entropy incre s l gari mically
SA s log t before tE r s
p
N , see Fig. 3. I turn, at the
dynamical critical point, due t the exponential growth
of the collective excitations, it increases linearly in time
as SA s  hct before tEhr s logN , see Fig. 4. For this
Hamiltonian, the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of
the u stable fix po t ✓ = 0 is  hc = 2
p
hc(J   hc).
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Figure 3. Comparison between theory and numerical re-
sults for long-range q antum Ising ch ins. Quenches in the
transv r e field h0 = 0 → h > 0 re considered, a d the
evolution of the half-system entanglem nt entropy SN/2(t) is
shown. Top: Fully-connected limit with α = 0. Analytical
results (black lines) are compared with ED data for increasing
system sizes N = 20 ÷ 800. (a.) For a non-critical quench
h0 = 0 → hf = 0.2J , the growth of SN/2(t) is logarithmic
up to saturation around 1/2 logN at tEhr ∼
√
N (b.) F r
the critical quench hf = hc = J/ , the growth of SN/2(t) is
linear until tEhr ∼ logN , with a slope λhc = J . Bottom: Deep
quench with hf = 2J in long-range interacting chains with
α > 0. The co tribution due to collective spin squeezing [Eq.
(2)] and the full pin-wave calculation of the time-dependen
entangl ment (see the main text) are compared with MPS-
TDVP data for N = 20÷ 80 converged with bond dimension
D = 128, for α = 0.1 (c.) and α = 0.7 (d). As α increases,
finite corrections due to long-wavelength spin waves appear
on top of the dominant spin-squeezing-induced logarithmic
growth, see the inset.
at the Ehrenfest time, tEhr ∼
√
N for generic quenches
[h0 = 0 → hf = 2J in Fig. 1 (bottom) and hf = 0.2J
in Fig. 3(a)] and tEhr ∼ logN for the critical quench
[hf = hc ≡ J/2 in Fig. 3(b), cf. the red line in Fig. 2(b)],
corresponding to the dynamical phase transition of the
model [35, 102, 127, 128]. For spatially-decaying interac-
tions with 0 < α < 1, we employ the MPS-TDVP [99, 100]
with periodic boundary conditions (see the Supplemental
Material [103] for details). Upon increasing N , the TDVP
data approach the full spin-wave entanglement entropy,
for all considered values of α and quench parameters, as
shown in the examples in Fig. 3(c),(d). This analysis
confirms that the growth of S(t) is logarithmic for typical
initial configurations. For further discussion, including
varying initial states, bipartition sizes and details on the
spin-wave analysis, see the Supplemental Material [103].
5Outlook.— The mechanism unveiled in this work com-
plements the available paradigms for entanglement dy-
namics characterizing systems with local interactions [2–
4, 12–15] and, at the same time, improves the current
understanding of the efficiency of “classical” simulations of
quantum long-range interacting spin chains with matrix-
product-state techniques [99, 100]. Similar approaches
can be used to characterize entanglement entropy dynam-
ics in more general many-body systems [102], including
higher-spin systems, whose semiclassical dynamics may
display chaos and hence fast entanglement growth for
generic quenches. In connection with known instances of
ergodicity breaking stemming from long-range interactions
[31, 44, 45, 76, 77, 89, 90, 125, 128–131], the suppression
of spin-wave excitations clarifies the role of long-range
interactions in constraining quantum dynamics to small
portions of the many-body Hilbert space in the relevant
time regime. Concerning the slow entanglement growth,
this is reminiscent of localized or glassy dynamics [18–22].
The bridge between bipartite entanglement entropy
and other measures of multi-particle entanglement, most
notably spin squeezing [92–98, 132, 133], may help to
elucidate the relation between bipartite and multipartite
entanglement, making the latter an equivalent metro-
logically useful measure for systems with long-range
interactions. Most importantly, this connection has direct
experimental relevance for the detection of entanglement
and its dynamics via measurements of collective quan-
tities [134, 135], the experimental accessibility of which
is well-established with standard techniques and tools
of quantum atomic experiments, ranging from spinor
condensates and cavity-QED systems to trapped ions
[133, 136, 137].
We gratefully thank P. Calabrese, M. Dalmonte, R.
Fazio and J. Goold for insightful comments on the
manuscript, G. Giudici for sharing with us his TDVP
code, and A. De Luca, J. De Nardis, A. V. Gorshkov, P.
Hauke, J. G. Hirsch, J. Marino, G. Morigi, C. Murthy, G.
Pagano, S. Parameswaran, A. M. Rey, L. F. Santos, A.
Silva, P. Titum, Q. Zhuang and B. Žunkovič for interesting
discussions on the subject matter of this work.
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In this Supplemental Material, we provide additional information on the analytical calculations and numerical
results presented in the Letter. In Sec. I we illustrate the time-dependent Holstein-Primakoff transformations and
show how, in infinite-range models, the dynamics of subsystem fluctuations is determined by collective fluctuations.
In Sec. II, the results presented in the Letter are derived, concerning von Neumann entanglement entropy and its
link to spin squeezing and to the dimensionless effective temperature. In Sec. III we rigorously demonstrate the
polynomial growth of 〈nˆexc(t)〉 and discuss the case of critical quenches. Section IV is devoted to a brief comment
on the entanglement entropy saturation. In Sec. V, we provide the details about the discussion on spatially-decaying
interactions. We conclude in Sec. VI by analyzing the long-range quantum Ising chain and by giving the details of
our numerical computations.
I. TWO-BOSON FORMALISM IN AND OUT-OF-EQUILIBRIUM
We consider a partitioning — pictorially illustrated in Fig. 1 of the Letter — of a system described by Eq. (1) of
the Letter, into two subsets of spins A and B with NA and NB = N −NA spins, respectively. The collective spin Sˆ
can be decomposed as
Sˆ = SˆA + SˆB . (1)
Concerning typical states in and out of equilibrium characterized by a maximal collective spin magnitude (see the
Letter), following Refs. 1 and 2, the quantum correlations between subsystems A and B can be understood by
expanding the two spins SˆA, SˆB in quantum fluctuations around the direction Z = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) of 〈Sˆ〉.
This is obtained by means of Holstein-Primakoff transformations from spin to canonical bosonic operators (see, e.g.,
Ref. 3), expressed by 
SˆXA,B =
√
NA,B s qˆA,B +O
(
1/
√
NA,B
)
,
SˆYA,B =
√
NA,B s pˆA,B +O
(
1/
√
NA,B
)
,
SˆZA,B = NA,B s− nˆA,B ≡ NA,B s−
qˆ2A,B + pˆ
2
A,B − 1
2
,
(2)
where s = 1/2 here, and the rotated frame
X ≡
cos θ cosφcos θ sinφ
− sin θ
 , Y ≡
− sinφcosφ
0
 , Z ≡
sin θ cosφsin θ sinφ
cos θ
 (3)
will be determined in such a way that the Z-axis is aligned with 〈Sˆ〉, both in and out of equilibrium. The two bosonic
modes (qˆA, pˆA) and (qˆB , pˆB) describe spin excitations localized in subsystem A and B, respectively. In terms of these
two modes, the collective spin of the global system reads
SˆX =
√
N s
(√
fA qˆA +
√
fB qˆB
)
+O
(
1/
√
N
)
,
SˆY =
√
N s
(√
fA pˆA +
√
fB pˆB
)
+O
(
1/
√
N
)
,
SˆZ = N s− nˆA − nˆB ,
(4)
where fA,B ≡ NA,B/N represent the fraction of spins in subsystems A and B, respectively (so fA + fB = 1).
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2We can now express the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) of the Letter in terms of the rotated collective spin components
SˆX , SˆY , SˆZ through the change of frame (3), and hence systematically expand them in bosonic excitations (qˆA, pˆA),
(qˆB , pˆB) via Eqs. (4). In this two-boson description, the entanglement between subsystems A and B is encoded by the
entanglement between these two bosonic modes. In order to study static and dynamical properties, it is convenient to
work with the “collective” and “spin-wave” modes (Qˆ, Pˆ ) and (qˆ, pˆ) defined by the following canonical transformation,{
Qˆ = +
√
fA qˆA +
√
fB qˆB
qˆ = −
√
fB qˆA +
√
fA qˆB
, (5){
Pˆ = +
√
fA pˆA +
√
fB pˆB
pˆ = −
√
fB pˆA +
√
fA pˆB
, (6)
i.e., by a rotation by an angle ζ = arctan(
√
fB/fA) in the qˆA-qˆB and pˆA-pˆB planes. By Eqs. (4), in terms of these
bosonic modes the collective spin reads
SˆX =
√
N s Qˆ +O
(
1/
√
N
)
,
SˆY =
√
N s Pˆ +O
(
1/
√
N
)
,
SˆZ = N s− Qˆ
2 + Pˆ 2 − 1
2
− qˆ
2 + pˆ2 − 1
2
≡ N s− nˆexc − nˆsw,
(7)
The (Qˆ, Pˆ ) mode represents uniform collective spin excitations in the entire system, and, accordingly, does not affect
the collective spin magnitude |Sˆ|2. On the other hand, the (qˆ, pˆ) mode represents out-of-phase excitations of spins in
subsystems A and B, or “spin waves”, which decrease the collective spin magnitude |Sˆ|2 = (N/2− nˆsw)(N/2− nˆsw+1).
Using Eqs. (2), the expansion of the Hamiltonian (1) of the Letter has the form
Hˆ = N Ecl(θ, φ) +
√
N
[
h
(1)
Q (θ, φ) Qˆ+ h
(1)
P (θ, φ) Pˆ
]
+ h
(2)
QQ(θ, φ)
Qˆ2
2
+ h
(2)
PP (θ, φ)
Pˆ 2
2
+ h
(2)
QP (θ, φ)
QˆPˆ + Pˆ Qˆ
2
+ h(2)sw (θ, φ)
qˆ2 + pˆ2 − 1
2
+O
(
1/
√
N
)
,
(8)
where the explicit expression of the coefficients Ecl, h(1), h(2) is determined by the couplings J in the Hamiltonian
(1) of the Letter. The angles θ and φ are fixed in such a way that the linear terms h(1) vanish, and this yields the
minimum point of the classical Hamiltonian Hcl. The mode (qˆ, pˆ) enters Eq. (8) only through the number of bosons
nˆsw = (qˆ
2 + pˆ2 − 1)/2, and, accordingly, these spin waves cannot be excited in the ground state nor dynamically in
infinite-range systems, i.e.,
〈nˆsw〉 ≡ 0 (9)
For the same reason one also has vanishing mixed correlations
〈qˆQˆ〉 = 〈pˆPˆ 〉 = 〈qˆPˆ 〉 = 〈pˆQˆ〉 ≡ 0. (10)
On the other hand, the number of collective excitations nˆexc = (Qˆ2 + Pˆ 2− 1)/2 is not conserved. In the ground state,
correlations of Q and P can be obtained by diagonalizing Hˆ with a generalized Bogolubov transformation,{
Qˆ = eγ cos η Qˆ′ − eγ sin η Pˆ ′
Pˆ = e−γ sin η Qˆ′ + e−γ cos η Pˆ ′
(11)
with
tan(2η) ≡ h
(2)
QP
h
(2)
QQ + h
(2)
PP
, e2γ ≡ h
(2)
QQ + h
(2)
PP −∆
h
(2)
QQ + h
(2)
PP + ∆
, (12)
and with ∆ ≡ (h(2)QQ − h(2)PP ) cos(2η) + 2h(2)QP sin(2η). One finds in fact
GQQ ≡ 〈Qˆ2〉GS = 1
2
[
cosh(2γ) + sinh(2γ) cos(2η)
]
,
GPP ≡ 〈Pˆ 2〉GS = 1
2
[
cosh(2γ)− sinh(2γ) cos(2η)],
GQP ≡ 〈QˆPˆ + Pˆ Qˆ〉GS
2
=
1
2
sinh(2γ) sin(2η).
(13)
3In particular,
〈nˆexc〉GS = G
QQ +GPP − 1
2
=
cosh(2γ)− 1
2
. (14)
When the system is driven out of equilibrium by varying in time some parameter in the Hamiltonian, one has that
both the direction of the collective spin configuration θ(t), φ(t) and the collective spin excitations around it GQQ(t),
GQP (t), GPP (t) evolve in time. Following Refs. 4 and 5, the motion of the angles θ(t), φ(t) can be accounted for by
letting the rotated frame (X,Y,Z) in Eq. (3) change in time in such a way that the Z-axis self-consistently follows
the evolution of 〈Sˆ(t)〉. The modified Hamiltonian in this time-dependent frame includes the inertial forces due to
the motion of the frame, and reads
˜ˆ
H(t) = Hˆ − ω(t) · Sˆ (15)
with ωX = − sin θ φ˙, ωY = θ˙, and ωZ = cos θ φ˙. The evolution of θ(t) and φ(t) is determined by the vanishing of the
linear terms in SˆX and SˆY , and this yields the classical trajectory governed by Hcl.
The resulting time-dependent quadratic part of ˜ˆH(t), denoted h˜(2)(t) and given by
h˜
(2)
QQ,PP,sw(t) ≡ h(2)QQ,PP,sw
(
θ(t), φ(t)
)− cos θ(t) φ˙(t),
h˜
(2)
QP (t) ≡ h(2)QP
(
θ(t), φ(t)
)
,
(16)
[cf. Eq. (8)] determines the dynamical generation of collective bosonic excitations (Qˆ, Pˆ ), which can be monitored
thorugh the correlation functions GQQ(t), GQP (t), GPP (t). In order to compute them, one starts from the Heisenberg
equations of motion 
˙ˆ
Q = + h˜
(2)
QP (t) Qˆ+ h˜
(2)
PP (t) Pˆ ,
˙ˆ
P =− h˜(2)QQ(t) Qˆ− h˜(2)QP (t) Pˆ .
(17)
Denoting the solution (
Qˆ(t)
Pˆ (t)
)
= U(t)
(
Qˆ(0)
Pˆ (0)
)
(18)
and collecting the dynamical correlations
GQQ(t) ≡ 〈Qˆ2(t)〉,
GPP (t) ≡ 〈Pˆ 2(t)〉,
GQP (t) ≡ 〈Qˆ(t)Pˆ (t) + Pˆ (t)Qˆ(t)〉
2
,
(19)
in the matrix
G(t) =
(
GQQ(t) GQP (t)
GQP (t) GPP (t)
)
= U(t)G(t = 0)UT (t), (20)
the number of dynamically generated excitations can be expressed as
〈nˆexc(t)〉 = G
QQ(t) +GPP (t)− 1
2
=
1
2
Tr
[
G(t)− 1
2
]
. (21)
Note that detG(t) ≡ 1/4, which is an exact property of pure Gaussian states [cf. Eq. (13)] preserved by the evolution
Eq. (17).
The two-boson formalism outlined in this Section relies on the truncation of the Holstein-Primakoff transformation
(2), which is accurate for Gaussian states with a small number of collective excitations 〈nˆexc〉  N compared to the
system size. This assumption is generically valid for ground states, even at quantum critical points6,7, as well as in
the non-equilibrium setting up to a time scale which diverges with the system size (see below).
4II. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY, COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS AND SPIN SQUEEZING
For a given stationary or time-evolving state of the system, we can compute the entanglement entropy between the
two subsystems A and B. This amounts to computing the entanglement entropy between the two bosons (qˆA, pˆA)
and (qˆB , pˆB), corresponding to spin excitations localized in A and B respectively. The reduced density matrix of
subsystem A is a Gaussian state of the boson (qˆA, pˆA) completely determined by the correlation matrix
GA =
(
〈qˆ2A〉 〈qˆApˆA+pˆAqˆA〉2〈qˆApˆA+pˆAqˆA〉
2 〈pˆ2A〉
)
≡
(
GqAqA GqApA
GqApA GpApA
)
. (22)
The Von Neumann entropy of a single boson (qˆA, pˆA) in such a Gaussian state can be expressed in terms of the
determinant of GA as8
SA = 2
√
detGA arccoth
(
2
√
detGA
)
+
1
2
log
(
detGA − 1
4
)
. (23)
On the other hand, the matrix GA can be easily related to the correlation matrix G of collective excitations (Q,P )
in the system by inverting Eqs. (5)-(6). The explicit computation shows that its determinant amounts to
detGA =
1
4
+
1
2
fAfB Tr
(
G− 1
2
)
=
1
4
+ fAfB 〈nˆexc〉 (24)
Equations (23) and (24) complemented by the evolution in time of 〈nˆexc〉 connect entanglement entropy dynamics to
the growth of the quantum fluctuations of the collective spin, whose determination represents the main result of this
Section. Taking the limits of small or large 〈nˆexc〉 in Eqs. (23), (24), one finds
SA ∼ fAfB 〈nˆexc〉 log fAfB〈nˆexc〉 for 〈nˆexc〉  1 , (25a)
SA ∼ 1 +
1
2
log fAfB +
1
2
log〈nˆexc〉 for 〈nˆexc〉  1 . (25b)
Equations (23) and (24) are valid both in and out of equilibrium. They highlight that the reduced state of subsystems
A and B is pure (i.e., detGA = 1/4) only in fully polarized states, in which no collective spin excitations are present
in the system, i.e., 〈nˆexc〉 = 0.
The above equations may be seen as a direct relation between bipartite entanglement entropy and collective spin
squeezing, usually quantified by the minimal transverse variance of collective spin fluctuations9–11
ξ2 ≡
Min|u|=1,u⊥Z
〈(
u · Sˆ
)2〉
N/4
. (26)
This squeezing parameter ξ is equal to 1 for fully polarized states, while ξ < 1 for squeezed states. The number of
collective excitations 〈nˆexc〉 can be taken as a measure of collective spin squeezing for general Gaussian states: from
Eqs. (13) and (14) one derives ξ as
ξ2 = e−2|γ| = 1 + 2〈nˆexc〉 − 2
√
〈nˆexc〉(1 + 〈nˆexc〉) . (27)
This relation shows that the amount of collective excitations 〈nˆexc〉 increases from 0 to ∼ N , as the collective spin
state is squeezed from a fully polarized configuration with ξ = 1 towards massively squeezed configurations with
ξ ∼ 1/
√
N .
Besides the number of collective excitations 〈nˆexc〉 and the spin-squeezing parameter ξ, it is also possible to charac-
terize entanglement entropy via yet another significant quantity, i.e., the effective temperature of the two subsystems.
In fact, the reduced density matrices may be written as ρˆA,B = Z−1A,B exp(−βeffHˆA,B), where the state-dependent
quadratic operators HˆA,B are usually termed modular or entanglement Hamiltonian. It is straightforward to derive a
relation between the effective dimensionless inverse temperature and the other quantities, e.g.,
βeff = 2 arctanh
(
1√
1 + 4fAfB〈nˆexc〉
)
. (28)
This equation makes it explicitly clear that the growth of 〈nˆexc(t)〉 — which comes via collective spin squeezing —
is responsible for “heating up” the two subsystems, i.e., for raising their effective temperature, thus continuously
accumulating entanglement entropy.
5III. NONEQUILIBRIUM GROWTH OF COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS
The polynomial growth in time of 〈nˆexc(t)〉 after a typical quench is tightly related to the well-known fact that
in classical systems with a single degree of freedom, trajectories originating from nearby initial conditions separate
linearly in time. In fact, as discussed above, the dynamics of a fully-connected spin system of the form in Eq. (1) of
the Letter can be rigorously described in terms of quantum fluctuations GQQ(t), GQP (t), GPP (t) around the classical
trajectory of a single spin on the sphere, parameterized by the angles θ(t), φ(t). The time-dependent quadratic
Hamiltonian with coefficients h˜(2) governs the quantum evolution of (Q,P ) in Eq. (17) and describes the classical
evolution of small displacements around the trajectory in the linear approximation, as well. Linear-in-time growth of
these displacements is encoded by U(t) ∼ t in Eq. (18) and hence by G(t) ∼ t2 in Eq. (20), which directly leads to
SA(t) ∼ log t by Eqs. (23) and (24), as claimed.
We now make the above argument precise. A time-independent system with a single degree of freedom is integrable,
due to the conservation of energy, and hence canonical action-angle variables (A, ϕ) can be introduced, where the
action A is a constant of motion related to the area enclosed by a trajectory in phase space, and the angle ϕ sweeps
periodically the range [0, 2pi] along the trajectory. In these variables, the (classical and quantum) evolution of the
system is similar to that of a free particle, {
˙ˆA = 0
˙ˆϕ = ∂AHˆ ≡ ω(Aˆ),
(29)
with the solution {
Aˆ(t) = Aˆ(0)
ϕˆ(t) = ϕˆ(0) + ω
(Aˆ(0))t. (30)
For a given classical trajectory characterized by a value of the action Acl, the evolution of quantum fluctuations
around it,
δAˆ(t) ≡ Aˆ(t)−Acl,
δϕˆ(t) ≡ ϕˆ(t)− ϕcl(t),
(31)
is described by 
δAˆ(t) = δAˆ(0)
δϕˆ(t) = δϕˆ(0) +
[
ω
(Aˆ(0))− ω(Acl)] t = δϕˆ(0) + ∂Aω∣∣Acl δAˆ(0) t+O
(
t
N
)
.
(32)
The error term follows from the fact that the variables (Aˆ, ϕˆ) parameterize the rescaled collective spin Sˆ/N , and hence
their ground state quantum fluctuations are subextensive, i.e.,
(
δAˆ(0))2 ∼ 1/N . The time-dependence of correlations
can then be derived from the above solution,
GAA(t) ≡〈δAˆ(t)δAˆ(t)〉 = GAA(0)
GAϕ(t) ≡1
2
〈
δAˆ(t)δϕˆ(t) + δϕˆ(t)δAˆ(t)〉 = GAϕ(0) + ∂Aω∣∣AclGAA(0) t
Gϕϕ(t) ≡〈δϕˆ(t)δϕˆ(t)〉 = Gϕϕ(0) + 2∂Aω∣∣Acl GAϕ(0) t+ ∂Aω∣∣2Acl GAA(0) t2 +O
(
t2
N
)
.
(33)
This t2-growth of quantum fluctuations is analogous to the spreading of wavepackets of free quantum particles.
Both (Qˆ, Pˆ ) and (δAˆ, δϕˆ) describe quantum fluctuations of the collective spin, hence they must be related via a linear
canonical transformation which depends on the instantaneous classical configuration, (θ, φ) or (Acl, ϕcl). For a general
closed trajectory, the latter varies periodically in time, with a period Tcl = 2pi/ω(Acl). Thus, the correlations GQQ(t),
GQP (t) and GPP (t) are obtained from those in Eq. (33) by a time-periodic linear transformation.
We have proved that the time-dependence of correlations GQQ(t), GQP (t) and GPP (t) generically shows a t2-
growth after a quench with a periodic modulation superimposed, the periodicity being that of the underlying classical
trajectory, i.e., Tcl. From Eqs. (33), we see that corrections to this behavior manifest over the Eherenfest time scale
tEhr ∼
√
N , which diverges in the thermodynamic limit. We emphasize that all the quantities above for a given
system can in principle be computed analytically, as the system is Liouville-integrable12.
6A remarkable exception to the behavior described above is represented by isolated trajectories in phase space known
as separatrices, which traverse unstable fixed points and divide the sphere into topologically distinct disconnected
regions, and which correspond to a singularity of the action-angle variables. These trajectories have a divergent
period and are related to the so-called mean-field dynamical criticality13. For quenches to such dynamical critical
points, the growth of the number of collective excitations is exponential in time rather than polynomial, due to
the exponential separation of classical trajectories originating from points near a separatrix. The rate of such an
exponential separation is determined by the positive eigenvalue λ of the linearized flow around the unstable fixed
point [see Fig. 2(b) of the Letter, for an illustration]. In fact, exponential growth of quantum fluctuations is encoded
by U(t) ∼ exp(λt) in Eq. (18) and hence by G(t) ∼ exp(2λt) in Eq. (20), which directly leads to SA(t) ∼ λt by
Eqs. (23) and (24), as claimed. The rigorous proof of this is essentially analogous to that presented in the previous
above for generic quenches. This effect is similar to what is discussed in Ref. 14 in the context of open quantum
systems.
IV. LONG-TIME SATURATION OF ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY
As remarked above, our approach to the non-equilibrium dynamics is adequate only before the Ehrenfest time scale
in correspondence of which the description becomes inaccurate, i.e.,
〈
nˆexc(t = tEhr)
〉
∼ N : in fact, at such time scale
the quantum fluctuations of the collective spin become comparable with the magnitude of the collective spin itself.
This time scale diverges with the system size in a way which depends on the nature of the underlying semiclassical
trajectories, i.e., tEhr ∼
√
N for generic quenches and tEhr ∼ logN for quenches to dynamical critical points, and,
accordingly, it sets the limit of validity of semiclassical analyses15. At this time scale, the number of excitations
reaches its maximal value, implying through Eq. (25b) a saturation value of SA proportional to the logarithm of the
number of spins in subsystem A,
SA ∼
1
2
logNA . (34)
This is actually related to the usual volume-law scaling of entanglement out of equilibrium. In fact, the stationary
states after a quantum quench explore all the allowed Hilbert space, and their entanglement is upper-bounded by
SA ≤ log (dimHA). For generic many-body systems, the dimension of HA is exponentially large with the volume of the
subsystem [e.g. dim(HA) = 2NA for spins-1/2], causing volume-law scaling. In collective models under consideration
here, however, the conservation of the collective spin magnitude |Sˆ|2 reduces the dimension of the allowed Hilbert
space to dim(HA) = NA + 1. For an illustration with numerical results on the long-range quantum Ising model, see
Fig. 3 of the Letter.
V. SPATIALLY-DECAYING INTERACTIONS
We deal with a quantum spin-1/2 system on a d-dimensional cubic lattice of size L governed by a Hamiltonian of
the form
Hˆ = − 1Nα,N
∑
µ,ν=x,y,z
Jµν
N∑
i 6=j
sˆµi sˆ
ν
j
|ri − rj |α −
∑
µ=x,y,z
hµ
N∑
i
sˆµi , (35)
where the exponent α ≥ 0 characterizes the algebraic decay of spin-spin interactions. The distance |ri − rj | between
two sites on the periodic lattice can be taken to be
√∑d
µ=1
[
Min(|rµi − rµj |, L− |rµi − rµj |)
]2. A Kač rescaling factor
1/Nα,N with Nα,N =
∑
i6=j |ri − rj |−α/N replaces the 1/N factor in Eq. (1) of the Letter, ensuring the extensivity of
the Hamiltonian for α ≤ d16. The fully-connected limit is recovered by letting α→ 0.
A. Nonequilibrium spin-wave expansion
We now refine the two-boson formalism above to make it suitable for many-body problems. We expand the individual
spins around the instantaneous direction Z ‖ 〈S(t)〉 of the collective spin via Holstein-Primakoff transformations,4,5
sˆj '
√
sX qˆj +
√
sY pˆj + Z
(
s− qˆ
2
j + pˆ
2
j − 1
2
)
(36)
7where s = 1/2 and the time-dependent rotated frame (X,Y,Z) parameterized by spherical angles θ, φ was introduced
in Eq. (3). The rotating-frame Hamiltonian ˜ˆH(t) = Hˆ−ω(t) · Sˆ [cf. Eq. (15)] can then be expanded through Eq. (36)
in terms of the spin-wave variables q˜k = L−d/2
∑
j e
−ik·rj qˆj and p˜k = L−d/2
∑
j e
−ik·rj pˆj at all possible momenta k.
One obtains
˜ˆ
H(t) =
˜ˆ
H0(t)−
∑
k 6=0
f˜α,k
[
Jqq(θ, φ)
q˜kq˜−k
2
+ Jpp(θ, φ)
p˜kp˜−k
2
+ Jqp(θ, φ)
q˜kp˜−k + p˜kq˜−k
2
]
+O
(
1√
N
)
, (37)
where J ’s are coefficients depending on the angles θ(t) and φ(t) and
f˜α,k =
1
Nα,N
∑
j(6=i)
e−ik·(rj−ri)
|rj − ri|α , (38)
and the collective-mode Hamiltonian
˜ˆ
H0(t) = N Ecl(θ, φ) −
[
Jqq(θ, φ)
Qˆ2
2
+ Jpp(θ, φ)
Pˆ 2
2
+ Jqp(θ, φ)
QˆPˆ + Pˆ Qˆ
2
]
+ h˜(2)sw
∑
k
nˆk +O
(
1√
N
)
(39)
accounts for the infinite-range part f˜α,0 δk,0 ≡ δk,0 of the interaction f˜α,k. The collective-mode Hamiltonian H˜0(t)
describes the non-trivial dynamics of collective spin fluctuations Qˆ ≡ q˜0 and Pˆ ≡ p˜0, but conserves the bosonic
occupation numbers of all the other spin-wave modes at finite wavelength,
nˆk 6=0 ≡ q˜kq˜−k + p˜kp˜−k − 1
2
. (40)
as
[
nˆk,
˜ˆ
H0
]
= 0 for all k 6= 0 (note that this is rigorously true to all orders in the Holstein-Primakoff expansion).
In the above equations, it is assumed that the motion of the angles θ(t) and φ(t) is fixed in such a way that linear
terms in the collective quantum fluctuations Q ≡ q˜0 and P ≡ p˜0 vanish, which is equivalent to the self-consistency
requirement 〈SˆX(t)〉 ≡ 〈SˆY (t)〉 ≡ 0. In this case, the dynamical generation of spin waves can modify the classical
trajectory of the collective spin (53), due to the feedback from quantum fluctuations4,5.
B. Bounds for f˜α,k
In view of the above discussion, the corrections due to weak spatial decay of interactions α > 0 to entanglement
dynamics associated with collective spin excitations, discussed in Sec. III above, are encoded in the analytic structure
of the couplings f˜α,k in Eq. (37), which are vanishing in the infinite-range model with α = 0. Assuming long-range
interactions with α < d, we can safely approximate sums with integrals in their defining expression (38), which
captures the leading order exactly. Hence, we can switch to spherical coordinates and integrate over all the angles,
obtaining
f˜α,k6=0 ∼
1
Ld−α
∫ L
1
dρ ρd−1−α
Jd/2−1(|k|ρ)
(|k|ρ)d/2−1 , (41)
where Jν(x) is the standard Bessel function of order ν. While for small ρ the integral is never singular (due to the
assumption of long-range interactions, α < d), for large ρ the integrand is asymptotically oscillating with period 2pi/|k|
and amplitude decaying as ρ(d−1)/2−α, which yields convergence only for α > (d − 1)/2. In this case, by rescaling
|k|ρ = η to obtain a dimensionless integrand and denoting by F (η) its primitive which satisfies F (∞) = 0 and is
uniformly bounded, one obtains the asymptotic estimate
f˜α,k6=0 ∼
L→∞
− F (|k|)
(|k|L)d−α . (42)
In the limiting case α = d, one can similarly compute
f˜α,k 6=0 ∼
L→∞
− log|k|+ F˜ (|k|)
logL
, (43)
8where F˜ is the non-singular (bounded) part of the primitive F . On the other hand, for α ≤ (d−1)/2, by isolating the
purely oscillatory terms and repeatedly integrating by parts, we can obtain an expansion of the primitive of the form
f˜α,k6=0 ∼
1
(|k|L)d−α
(
c1(|k|L)
d−1
2 −α + c2(|k|L)
d−1
2 −α−1 + . . .
)
(44)
with c1,2,... numerical constants. To sum up, the following estimates have been established,
∣∣f˜α,k6=0∣∣ ≤

const × 1
(|k|L) d+12
for α ≤ d− 1
2
,
const × 1
(|k|L)d−α for
d− 1
2
< α < d,
const ×
∣∣ log|k|+ F˜ (|k|)∣∣
logL
for α = d.
(45)
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the behavior of the function f˜α,k in d = 1.
Figure 1. Plots of the function f˜α,k for d = 1. Top panel: f˜α,k is shown for several values of α, for N = L = 400. One
recognizes a function squeezed towards k = 0 (0 ≤ α ≤ 1), a finite function with a cusp behavior for small k (1 < α < 2), and
a cosine-like function (α  2). Bottom left panel: f˜α,k is shown for α = 0.7 and increasing values of N = L. A qualitatively
similar behavior occurs for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Squeezing towards a delta function as L → ∞ occurs with a speed N−(1−α) for α < 1
and 1/ logN for α = 1. Bottom right panel: a "zoom" of the plot in the bottom left panel is shown, for larger values of N = L.
The rescaled function in the vicinity of k = 0 converges to a finite limiting curve as L→∞. This discrete structure approaches
a continuum as α↗ 1. The blue solid line illustrates the bound obtained in Eq. (45).
9C. Dynamics of the spin-wave population and entanglement
We can now analyze the full contribution of the spin waves to the entanglement entropy growth, which improves
on the spin-squeezing-induced entanglement growth expressed by Eq. (23). To this end, we first discuss the evolution
of the population of the spin waves after a quench.
Equation (37) shows that, within the linear spin-wave analysis, the system is equivalent to a set of periodically
driven quantum harmonic oscillators, labelled by the quasimomentum k. The classical evolution of the collective
spin, described by the periodic dynamics of the angles θ(t), φ(t) with a frequency ωcl ≡ 2pi/Tcl, acts as a drive on
these bosonic modes described by the variables (q˜k(t), p˜k(t)). The driving frequency ωcl is common to all k’s and
depends only on the quench, while the driving amplitude depends both on the quench and on k via the coupling
strength f˜α,k. As a consequence of the bounds in Eqs. (45), the driving amplitude is vanishingly small in the
thermodynamic limit for all fixed k’s when α < d, which implies that the excitation of all finite-wavelength modes is
vanishingly weak, so that their effects are generically negligible for large N — and in any case delayed to the divergent
time scale Tsw ∼ Nβ/d with β ≡ Min
(
d − α, (d + 1)/2). (Note that this a posteriori fully validates the Holstein-
Primakoff expansion and the absence of corrections to the collective spin trajectory for α < d, see also Refs. 4, 5, and
17.) However, long-wavelength modes with |k| ∝ 1/L are driven with a finite intensity. Therefore, in the presence of
long-range interactions with α < d, the description of the system dynamics effectively reduces to a discrete set of driven
quantum oscillators, corresponding to spin fluctuations with kµ = 0,±2pi/L,±4pi/L, . . . ,±2pin∗/L, for µ = 1, . . . , d,
where the cutoff n∗  1 can be taken independent of L, see Fig. 1, bottom right panel. This is in contrast with
systems with shorter-range interactions (i.e., with α > d), in which a continuum of traveling quasiparticles generate
linear growth of entanglement entropy through the standard Calabrese-Cardy mechanism18.
For a large set of initial conditions, spin waves are non-resonantly driven, and consequently their population remains
bounded in time. In this case, the spin-squeezing contribution captures the leading behavior of entanglement entropy,
and the contribution of spin waves represents a finite correction to the dominant logarithmic growth characteristic of
integrable semiclassical dynamics. However, particular quenches typically near mean-field dynamical critical points,
may give rise to a resonant excitation of long-wavelength spin waves, leading to an exponentially growing population
thereof. This occurrence is triggered by the well-known mechanism of “parametric resonance” in driven oscillators12.
This effect is a hallmark of semiclassical chaos induced by the finiteness of the interaction range and is associated
with a linear increase of entanglement entropy in time (see below).
A stability analysis of the spin-wave excitations allows one to predict the nature of entanglement growth (logarithmic
or linear) for any given quench. It can be performed as follows. For any long-range spin Hamiltonian, one can perform
a nonequilibrium spin-wave expansion as explained in Sec. VA above, and compute the time-evolution(
q˜k(t0 + Tcl)
p˜k(t0 + Tcl)
)
= Uk(Tcl) ·
(
q˜k(t0)
p˜k(t0)
)
(46)
of each spin-wave mode over one classical period Tcl. Hence, one obtains the eigenvalues e±λkTcl of the 2× 2 matrix
Uk(Tcl). The number λk, known as the Floquet quasi-frequency (see, e.g., Refs. 12 and 19) of the driven oscillator,
determines the resonance condition of the driven oscillator. If λk = iωk is purely imaginary, then the mode is stable
and its amplitude remains bounded in time, oscillating at a frequency |ωk|. On the contrary, if λk is real, the mode in
unstable and its amplitude grows exponentially fast in time with a rate |λk|. Isolated resonances may in principle occur
for particular trajectories. It seems to be typically the case (see the examples below) that quenches near dynamical
criticality give rise to resonant excitation of spin waves. In other words, the classical separatrix of the mean-field
dynamics for α = 0 broadens to a finite layer of instability (chaoticity) for α > 0.
The above discussion allows us to understand the full spin-wave time-dependent entanglement entropy, using known
mathematical results for quadratic bosons20. Even for α > 0, the entanglement between two subsets of quantum spins
is encoded in the entanglement between their respective bosonic fluctuations. For a general system of quadratic
bosons, SA(t) can be computed with standard techniques — see, e.g., Refs. [8, 20, and 21]. We briefly recall how
this computation can be performed for translation-invariant Hamiltonians such as Eq. (37). The time evolution is
diagonal in Fourier space, and one integrates N decoupled pairs of equations of motion for (q˜k(t), p˜k(t)) to obtain the
time-evolved Gaussian state of each Fourier mode, described by the correlations (G˜qqk (t), G˜
qp
k (t), G˜
pp
k (t)) defined by
G˜αβk (t) =
1
2
〈
α˜k(t)β˜−k(t) + β˜k(t)α˜−k(t)
〉
(47)
for α, β = q, p. The time-evolved operators q˜k(t), p˜k(t) are linearly related to those at time t = 0 via the solution to
the Heisenberg equations of motion ˙˜αk(t) = −i
[
α˜k(t),
˜ˆ
H(t)
]
with the generator ˜ˆH(t) in Eq. (37). Within the linear
spin-wave analysis, the state of a subsystem composed of M < N spins contained in a region A of the lattice is a
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Gaussian bosonic state determined by the instantaneous correlations{
Gαβij (t) =
〈
αi(t)βj(t) + βi(t)αj(t)
〉}
i,j∈A
α,β=q,p
(48)
between them, which can be expressed in terms of G˜αβk (t) via Fourier antitransform:
Gαβij (t) =
2
N
∑
k
eik(ri−rj)G˜αβk (t) ≡ Gαβr (t)
∣∣∣
r=ri−rj
. (49)
This set of correlations for i, j ∈ A, collected in a 2M ×2M matrix GA, uniquely identifies the reduced density matrix
ρˆA(t). The von Neumann entropy of this Gaussian bosonic state can be computed as8,20,21
SA =
M∑
i=1
S(νi) , with S(νi) =
νi + 1
2
ln
νi + 1
2
− νi − 1
2
ln
νi − 1
2
, (50)
where νi are the so-called symplectic eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, defined as follows. From the correlation
function in Eq. (49), one defines the matrix J = −GΩ, where Ω is the 2N × 2N symplectic unit. The matrix [iJ ]A
restricted to A can be shown to have pairs of opposite real eigenvalues ±νi (with νi > 1 as follows from the Heisenberg
relations). The numbers {νi}i=1,...,M are referred to as the symplectic eigenvalues of GA, and determine the entropy
via Eq. (50).
For long-range interactions with 0 < α < d, the growth of SA(t) turns out to be determined by the stability of the
discrete set of long-wavelength excitations, expressed by the Floquet quasi-frequencies λk with |k| ∝ 1/L: see the
above discussion, Fig. 1 and, e.g., Ref. 20. In particular, if all of them are imaginary (i.e., all modes are stable), then
SA(t) ∼ log t exhibits a slow growth dominated by the collective spin fluctuations with k = 0. On the other hand, if
some of them are real (i.e., some modes are unstable), then SA(t) ∼ hKS t exhibits a fast growth dominated by the
unstable quantum fluctuations, inasmuch as hKS =
∑
k
∣∣Re(λk)∣∣. (The latter quantity coincides with the well-known
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate, a standard measure of chaoticity in classical dynamical systems: see, e.g., Ref. 22.) In
view of the above discussion of the evolution of the k-resolved spin-wave population after a quench, we conclude that
typical quenches in a long-range interacting quantum spin-1/2 system yield a logarithmic growth of the von Neumann
entanglement entropy, as argued in the main text. See below for a numerical illustration.
VI. DETAILS ON THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
This Section provides the details of our calculations for the long-range quantum Ising chain, described by the
Hamiltonian (35) with d = 1 and with non-vanishing Ising coupling Jxx ≡ 2J and transverse field hz ≡ 2h, i.e.,
Hˆ = − JNα,N
N∑
i<j
σˆxi σˆ
x
j
|i− j|α − h
N∑
i
σˆzi , (51)
where σˆx,zi = 2sˆ
x,z
i are Pauli matrices on sites i = 1, . . . , N of the chain, h is the global transverse magnetic field and
Nα,N =
∑
i6=j |i− j|−α/N is the Kač rescaling, ensuring the extensivity of the Hamiltonian for α ≤ d.
a. The Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model. We will first focus on its infinite-range version for α = 0, equivalent to the
widely-known Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model23. We apply the general scheme and results found in Secs. I and II to
show how the entanglement entropy growth is intimately related to the structure of the semiclassical trajectories.
For large values of the transverse field |h| > J the system is paramagnetic, with a single equilibrium configuration
of the spins aligned with the field direction, and the non-equilibrium dynamics consist in a precession around it. A
quantum phase transition at h = ±J separates this phase from a ferromagnetic one, with a pair of degenerate ground
states with spin orientation in the x-z plane, symmetric with respect to flipping the x axis. The out-of-equilibrium
behavior has been widely studied24–26 and, in the case of a quantum quench of the transverse field h0 → hf , it is
characterized by the phenomenon of dynamical phase transitions (DPTs)13. The non-equilibrium trajectories of the
system may have paramagnetic or ferromagnetic character depending on the initial state and on the final transverse
field hf . The two families are distinguished by the time-averaged magnetization Sx(t) being vanishing or not, and
are separated by a critical trajectory (separatrix ) with a diverging period, see Fig. 2 of the Letter for an illustration.
The ground state entanglement entropy of the LMG model has been studied in Refs. 1 and 27, where it is found to be
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finite away from the quantum critical point and logarithmically divergent with the system size in correspondence of
it. More recently, its growth in time after a quench of the transverse field has been numerically found to be consistent
with a logarithmic behavior28,29. The non-equilibrium evolution governed by the Hamiltonian (51) with α = 0 has
been studied with the dynamical approach of Sec. I in Refs. 4, 5, and 30.
The expansion (8) of the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame via Eqs. (15) and (16) in this case reads
E˜cl = −h cos θ − 1
2
cos θφ˙− J
2
sin2 θ cos2 φ , (52a)
h˜
(1)
Q = h sin θ +
1
2
sin θ φ˙− J cos θ sin θ cos2 φ , h˜(1)P = −
1
2
θ˙ + J sin θ sinφ cosφ , (52b)
h˜
(2)
QQ = J sin
2 θ cos2 φ , h˜
(2)
PP = J cos 2φ , (52c)
h˜
(2)
QP = J cos θ sinφ cosφ , h˜
(2)
sw = J cos
2 φ . (52d)
By setting to zero the linear terms h˜(1), the classical equations of motion31 are obtained{
θ˙ = 2J sin θ cosφ sinφ
φ˙ = −2h+ 2J cos θ cos2 φ ,
(53)
while the dynamical correlati ons of collective spin fluctuations in Eq. (19) evolve according to
G˙QQ = 4J cos θ sinφ cosφGQQ + 4J cos 2φGQP
G˙PP = −4J cos θ sinφ cosφGPP − 4J cos2 φ sin2 θ GQP
G˙QP = −2J cos2 φ sin2 θ GQQ + 2J cos 2φGPP .
(54)
with θ = θ(t) and φ = φ(t) determined by Eq. (53). These equations are exact for N → ∞, while finite-size effects
become manifest at the Ehrenfest time scale tEhr(N), which depends on the nature of the semiclassical trajectory.
As previously discussed, for generic quenches tEhr ∼
√
N , while at the DPT, corresponding to the separatrix in
the classical phase space, it becomes tEhr ∼ logN . Equations (54) are a set of linear time-dependent differential
equations and their numerical integration with the appropriate initial conditions [given by Eq. (13) for a general
quench], determines the time-evolution of the number of collective excitations 〈nˆexc(t)〉 in Eq. (21).
The analytical treatment is tested against exact-diagonalization (ED) numerical simulations. Due to the conser-
vation of the collective spin |Sˆ|2 in infinite-range systems, the time-evolving wavefunction is constrained within the
maximal-spin Hilbert space sector |Sˆ| = N/2, whose dimension N + 1 grows only linearly with the system size, which
allows one to easily simulate the dynamics of large systems. We compute entanglement following the decomposition
in Ref. 27. We first focus on quantum quenches from a ferromagnetic ground state. For the sake of definiteness, we
consider one of the two ground states of the LMG Hamiltonian (51) with h0 = 0, e.g., the one fully polarized along
the positive x-axis,
|ψ0〉 = |→→ · · · → 〉 . (55)
It corresponds to the initial conditions θ0 = pi/2, φ0 = 0, GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2
in Eqs. (53), (54). The initial state |ψ0〉 is then evolved in the presence of a transverse field h = hf , varying above,
below and at the dynamical critical point hc = J/2. As Figs. 1 and 3 of the Letter illustrate, in all the three cases the
finite-size numerical result perfectly agree with the analytical result based on our general formula for t . tEhr. For
quenches above and below hc, the entanglement entropy increases logarithmically after a transient, i.e., SA ∼ log t,
before saturation at tEhr ∼
√
N , see Fig. 1 of the Letter and Fig. 2 below. In turn, at the dynamical critical point,
due to the exponential growth of the collective excitations, the entanglement entropy increases linearly in time, i.e.,
SA ∼ λhct, before saturation at tEhr ∼ logN . The slope λhc corresponds to the instability rate of the linearized flow,
i.e., the imaginary eigenfrequency of the unstable fixed point. For this Hamiltonian and for the unstable point θ = 0,
λh = 2
√
h(J − h) . (56)
At finite size N , the entanglement entropy is bounded and thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (34). For
NA = N/2 this corresponds to log
√
N , as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(left). Conversely, in Fig. 2(right), we plot the
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Figure 1: Logarithmic growth in time of the half-system entanglement entropy SN/2 after a quantum quench above (top) and
below (bottom) the dynamical critical point. We compare our general formula (??) with the exact numerical computation for
increasing system sizes N = 50 ÷ 800. The exact diagonalization results follow the logarithmic growth up to tEhr ⇠
p
N ,
where they saturate to SN/2 ⇠ logN . The inset shows the same data with SN/2 rescaled by logN and time by
p
N .
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Figure 1: Logarithmic growth in time of the half-system entanglement entropy SN/2 after a quantum quench above (top) and
below (bottom) the dynamical critical point. We compare our general formula (??) with the exact numerical computation for
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where they saturate to SN/2 ⇠ logN . The inset shows the same data with SN/2 rescaled by logN and time by
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Figure 2. Entanglement entropy dynamics after a quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J . (Left) We compare our analytic
formula (black line) for the half-system entanglement entropy SN/2 with the ED data for increasing system sizes N = 50÷ 800.
The exact diagonalization results follow the logarithmic growth up to tEhr ∼
√
N , where they saturate to SN/2 ∼ logN . The
inset shows the same data with SN/2 rescaled by logN and time by
√
N . (Right) SNA(t) for various bipartitions with fractions
of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and fixed size N = 200. Analytical results from Eq. (23) (full lines) are compared with
exact numerical results (dots). In the inset, SNA − 1/2 log fAfB is plotted as a function of the rescaled time t/
√
N , in order to
highlight the validity of the expansion in Eq. (25b).
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4
Figure 3. Half-system entanglement entropy dynamics after a quench from the paramagnetic ground state |φ0〉. Analytical
results from Eq. (23) (black lines) are compared with exact numerical results (colours) at finite N = 50÷800. (Left) hf = 0.2J
linear growth of SA ∼ λhf t with λhf given in Eq. (56). (Right) hf = 2J periodic oscillations of SA(t) resulting from the
periodic dynamics of the quantum collective fluctuations.
entanglement entropy dynamics for various possible bipartitions, i.e., various fractions fA of spins in subsystem A,
and we compare it with t e numerically exact results at fixed N . The latter reproduces the former up to tEhr, when
it saturates around the predicted value 1/2 logNA.
Let us now discuss the opposite case of a quantum quench from a paramagnetic initial state, i.e., from h0 =∞
|φ0〉 = |↑ ↑ . . . ↑ 〉 , (57)
which corresponds to the initial conditions θ0 = 0, GQP (t = 0) = 0 and GQQ(t = 0) = GPP (t = 0) = 1/2 in Eqs. (53),
(54) (due to the singularity of spherical coordinates, the value of φ0 is immaterial in this case). For hf < J , the initial
state lies on top of the unstable trajectory at θ = 0, hence the collective quantum fluctuations grow exponentially
in time. The theory then predicts a linear increase SA ∼ λhf t of entanglement before tEhr, with λhf given in Eq.
(56), see Fig. 3 (left). C nversely, for f > J , the quantum fluctuations f the initial state undergo oscillations with
period Tcl, which leads to a periodic dynamics of entanglement entropy as in Fig. 3 (right), with a simple semiclassical
interpretation in terms of periodic squeezing of the collective spin.
b. Numerical results for 0 < α ≤ 1. For spatially-decaying interactions, we simulate the entanglement dynamics
adopting the matrix-product-state time-dependent variational principle (MPS-TDVP)32–34, a well-suited technique
for the study of long-range interacting spin systems35–37. We approximate the long-range matrix-product-operator
(MPO) with a sum of exponentials, as detailed in Ref. 38, with a relative tolerance of 10−11. Then, for fixed system
size, we increase the MPS bond dimension D up to convergence in the desired time window, as shown in Fig. 4.
In the main text, the converged results are compared with the α-independent collective spin-squeezing contribution
in Eq. (23) and with the full (α-dependent) spin-wave entanglement entropy converged with respect to increasing N .
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Figure 4. Convergence of the MPS-TDVP data upon increasing the bond dimension D, for α = 0.1 (left panel) and 0.7 (right
panel) for the quench h0 = 0→ hf = 2J . For each system size N = 20÷ 80, full and dashed lines represent two values of D.
In order to compute the latter, we derive from the Hamiltonian (37) the following evolution equations for the spin-wave
correlations in k-space, defined by G˜αβk (t) =
〈
α˜k(t)β˜−k(t) + β˜k(t)α˜−k(t)
〉
/2 for α, β = q, p:

G˙qqk = 4J˜k cos θ(t) cosφ(t) sinφ(t) G˜
qq
k + 4
(
J cos2 φ(t)− J˜k sin2 φ(t)
)
G˜qpk ,
G˙ppk =− 4
(
J cos2 φ(t)− J˜k cos2 θ(t) cos2 φ(t)
)
G˜qpk − 4J˜k cos θ(t) cosφ(t) sinφ(t) G˜ppk ,
G˙pqk =− 2
(
J cos2 φ(t)− J˜k cos2 θ(t) cos2 φ(t)
)
G˜qqk + 2
(
J cos2 φ(t)− J˜k sin2 φ(t)
)
G˜ppk ,
(58)
where J˜k ≡ Jf˜α,k (see Fig. 1) and the periodic time-dependence of the angles θ(t), φ(t) is determined by the classical
precession of the collective spin described by Eq. (53). The Fourier antitransform of G˜αβk (t) gives the real space
correlation matrix in Eq. (49), whence one computes the time-dependent entanglement entropy using Eq. (50).
Following the discussion in Sec. VC, we first perform a global stability analysis of the spin-wave dynamics upon
varying the range of interactions, the Hamiltonian parameters and the initial configuration. For illustration purposes,
we focus on quenches to the ferromagnetic phase with α = 0.7 and h = 0.5J starting from generic fully-polarized spin
states, characterized by angles (θ0, φ0) spanning the entire Bloch sphere. The spherical plot in Fig. 5, shows the value
of hKS(θ0, φ0) =
∑
k
∣∣Re[λk(θ0, φ0)]∣∣ as a function of the initial configuration on the Bloch sphere. This quantity
is vanishing for regular evolutions free of dynamically unstable excitation modes (i.e., with an entirely real Floquet
dispersion relation {−iλk ≡ ωk}k), whereas it is strictly positive when at least one mode k∗ is resonantly excited [i.e.,
Re(λk∗) 6= 0]. The results show that only quenches near dynamical criticality give rise to resonant excitation of spin
waves — i.e., initial configurations close to the classical separatrix of the mean-field dynamics, see the purple region
on the sphere in Fig. 5, left panel. In other words, the single unstable trajectory for α = 0 broadens to a finite layer
of instability for α > 0. However, for typical quenches well away from criticality (black region on the sphere in Fig.
5, left panel), spin waves are non-resonantly excited.
As results from the discussion in Sec. VC and from extending the above analysis to varying α and h, we find that
for typical quenches the population 〈nˆk 6=0〉 of spin waves remains bounded in time, whereas the collective fluctuations
〈nˆk=0〉 ≡ 〈nˆexc〉 grow polynomially in time as t2, as proved in Sec. III. Consequently, entanglement entropy growth
is dominated by the spin-squeezing contribution, and spin-wave excitations generate a finite correction, the impact of
which grows as α increases. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 3, bottom panels, of the Letter, shown also in Fig. 6 here
on a linear time scale. These plots highlight that: i) the spin-squeezing contribution captures the leading behavior of
the time-dependent entanglement entropy for all α < 1, provided long-wavelength modes are non-resonantly excited,
as occurs in typical quenches; ii) the full spin-wave entanglement entropy calculation quantitatively reproduces the
numerical data obtained via the MPS-TDVP with periodic boundary conditions, before saturation as N is increased.
These two occurrences strongly support the effectiveness of the nonequilibrium spin-wave analysis of entanglement
entropy growth. In order to fully corroborate the above picture, we report in Fig. 7 the time evolution of the k-resolved
spin wave population for the same quench.
Finally, we have explicitly checked that the observation in Ref. 39 of exponentially growing long-wavelength
correlations and of semiclassical chaos for α > 0 made therein, is in full agreement with the theory developed here, as
the considered initial configuration falls inside a layer of instability near the mean-field dynamical critical trajectory of
the considered Hamiltonian (analogous to the purple region in Fig. 5). In particular, entanglement is predicted (and
verified) to grow linearly in time for these quenches, whereas for most spin-polarized initial configurations evolving
with the same Hamiltonian, the growth remains logarithmic in time.
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Figure 14: Spin waves population in time: the zero mode grows polynomially, whereas the long-wavelength modes diverge
exponentially fast in time. (Top) ↵ = 0.3. (Bottom) ↵ = 0.7
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Figure 5. Density plot of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate hKS(θ0, φ0) for different initial conditions (θ0, φ0) on the Bloch
sphere for α = 0.7, h = 0.5J . The picture is converged with respect to refining the k-space discretization.
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6
Figure 6. Comparison between finite-size MPS-TDVP numerical data (light-to-dark blue curves for increasing N), the spin-
squeezing contribution (grey) and full spin-wave entanglement (black), for α = 0.1 (left panel) and 0.7 (right panel), for the
quench h0 = 0 → hf = 2J . Numerical data exhibit convergence to the spin-wave result as N → ∞, increasingly more slowly
as α is raised from 0 to 1 (cf. Fig. 1, bottom right panel).
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Figure 7. Time-dependent k-resolved spin-wave population for α = 0.1 (left panel) and α = 0.7 (right panel) after a quench
from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J . The blue color gradient for the spin-wave populations in Fourier modes follows the quasimomentum
|k| from the darkest (k = ±2pi/L) down to smaller-wavelength modes with larger |k| (only the first 20 modes are shown).
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